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Zen_1
I've been spending a great deal of time thinking about it; time, that is.
We had dinner a recently with a couple that we know, realtors, and one of them, Karen, mentioned seeing something
(on TV?) by Joseph Campbell relative to the concept of time. She (he) talked about how the moment of the "now" is all
that really exists; the past does not exist, the future does not exist, only the instant of the "now" exists, whatever that is
(my question).
That got me thinking. OK, so there is an instant of pure "nowness" within which we exist, and from which we cannot
escape. The past is ever behind us, leaving a permanent impression on whatever "nowness" we have going, but it is
never to be relived, it is always and will only be a memory maintained in our synapses; and the future is always
unknown, except for those highway exits ahead which we always seem to see coming, and navigate accordingly.
So this "nowness" is it. No past. No future. What is the bandwidth of "now"? A Planck length seems short enough. But is
it digital, or is it analog? Is it one thing after another, or a continuous transformation?
She (he) said that the moment is eternal. The moment is all that really exists. Not only is the moment all that exists, all
that exists exists only in the moment.
The past and the future are illusions created by our minds. Got me thinking. (Fuck Infinity, I got your Infinity right Here!)
If it's just the moment, and nothing more, then why this illusion that we exist? Or should I say, persist? What persists? At
what level do we continue to exist from the past into the future if neither are real? What does it mean to exist in the
only thing that really exists, the "now"? The past is an illusion. The future is a phantasy. Yet we persist. What persists?
Some? native Americans had a philosophy that I call the "long body". That is, the concept of one's existence from birth
to death being a single, continuous entity. This entity is traversed sequentially throughout the time of one's life; no real
"fate" or free will involved, just a pattern in time. Is that it?
The "long body" of ourselves might be extended to the atoms that comprise us. What is the long body of the carbon
atom now presently occupying one of my red blood cells? Considering it came from the center of an exploding nova?
But if we can choose our future, what is that? What does the "future" mean"? What are we choosing? How is the final
result going to be any different, regardless of what we do "now"? The instant grinds on, regardless of, or in accordance
with, our choices.
So instead of being baffled by the bullshit of infinity, I've become engulfed in the ineluctable modality of the instant.
4/17/13
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60
Today I am become sixty. As I sit here typing, I am listening to the sounds of the Pacific, just one hundred yards in front
of me, and twenty or thirty below. It is night. The tide is coming in. Thoughts of history, philosophy, physics and
metaphysics dance through my mind. Where to begin?
I’m at the edge of the world. I’m at the edge of my life. I listen to the ocean; timeless, endless, the sound of the primeval
world. Before the sounds of the winds in the trees there were the sounds of the waves. Like a time traveler, I can sit
listening to this symphony of waves and imagine when there was no moon, perhaps even no tides.
The reality we see is but an illusion presented to our conscience mind by our sub‐conscience mind; filtering and
processing all we think we know. Without this pre‐processing, our normal thought capabilities would be overwhelmed,
kind of like LSD. All The Time. This probably would not help us survive the tiger in the bushes lurking to pounce upon us
in our cave man days…
Survival is Good, so consciousness is our way of gaining a competitive advantage over those who cannot figure out how
to franchise Wendy’s establishments…
Infinity really bothers me. It’s in every direction, here and there, large and small, short and long, before and after. It’s a
real problem. I don’t believe in it. Infinity. Just too weird. I don’t have any better answer though. This reinforces my
belief that everything I know is wrong. I’m fooling myself into thinking I’m not fooling myself about fooling myself (I’ve
been reading Infinite Jest today, can you tell?).
It is said that life is lived in thirds; the first 30 years are for learning; the second 30 for doing; and the final 30 for
understanding. We’ll see what happens. Maybe I will get a third wind. Or another glass of Cab.
On my last birthday I started by listening to Jazz music at Dell’s Bar in La Crosse, and ended by listening to Jazz music at
Dell’s Bar in La Crosse. This year the jazz band will instead be the Pacific, and Dell’s bar will instead be the local beach,
just past the bushes, posts, wires, and the “Danger: Steep Cliff” sign.
We bought a kite. This is big Kite Kountry. Kite Festivals and all. Easy construction and flying are advertised features.
Tomorrow we fly. We’ll see. Good winds though. Good storms, too. Today we walked along the beach to see the sea. It
started to rain, well, mist really horizontally, and blow hard, and so we took the first exit up the cliff to street level, and
finally found a place with fish tacos and bloody Mary’s. Just to dry off and warm up. The waitress broke a ketchup bottle
on the floor across from us, dropping it from a tray at shoulder level, it made quite a splat. I couldn’t watch the cleanup,
it looked too gory a sight for a quiet lunch at the beach.
I wish I knew. That’s my conclusion for this moment. I’ll never know, that’s another way to say it.
Oh well.
Hello.
Goodbye.
Hello.
Goodbye.
8/30/13
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Reality
The two and a half pound pork shoulder roast went into the smoker at noon. It had first been liberally rubbed with a
blend of herbs and spices (so secret that even I cannot reproduce it) and then marinated, wrapped in cellophane, in the
fridge overnight.
The smoker was set at 250F, and had been optimized for slow cooking with the accessory heat deflector, mounted in the
lower of the two available positions, within the parent Kamado Joe. I loaded what seemed to be an appropriate amount
of unadulterated hardwood charcoal, Hawaiian style, into the ceramic chamber, placed a small square starter nugget
amongst the wood chunks, and lit the waxy, smelly, incendiary with a plastic Bic candle lighter.
It took almost 20 minutes for the smoker to come up to temperature. Finally, at exactly noon, I placed the roast on the
grate, and closed the heavy, spring loaded, felt gasketed lid. The lowest heat adjustment slider was set to about half
open. Normally, for higher temperatures, it would be wide open. The upper, “dual crescent” heat adjustment device had
the main completely closed and the secondary half closed. This proved a suitable setting, and the temperature remained
stable for the next couple hours with no further adjustments.
Meanwhile, I went off to my computer and began to assemble graphics for Denise’s business sign to hang in front of our
house, location of her new enterprise: Chez Denise. Master Esthetics at your Service. We have converted the guest room
into what now looks like an operating room, complete with electric bed, high power lights and loupes, medicine shelves,
a changing area, and a latex glove dispenser mounted on the wall. You should see the seat on the stool she sits on while
giving treatments; it looks like a giant mushroom cap.
For the sign, we decided on a “Chez Denise” in script, with a picture of a blue lotus flower positioned somewhere
below/behind, and a loopy but simple black scroll border surrounding the background in tones of blue and green.
Multiple iterations of flowers, colors, borders and shadows later, we had a prototype by midafternoon.
Somehow I had expected the roast to take about three hours. At two and a half hours, I put in the thermometer, and it
read about 150. Well short of my goal of 200. So I went back and fooled with the logo a bit longer. Football was also
enjoyed. I did not get to watch the Packers lose.
Denise’s girlfriends, Joy and Lois, showed up around 4, and they all proceeded to get into the hot tub. I went around
back next to the South neighbor’s yard, and harvested the probably last of our hot peppers, most still only yellow, with
just stripes of red. These, along with some store bought yellow and orange peppers, and an onion, got all sliced up for
later grilling.
By five the thermometer only said 170. This was not looking good for a six o’clock dinner. But I still had to make the rice.
I had some left over that I wanted to stir‐fry with the grilled peppers, so I took that out of the fridge, opened the lid, and
sniffed, since it had been in there for more than a few days. Well, the rice itself would have been fine, but it had been
prepared and mixed with some onions that had gone bad. Time to make some new rice. And this would occupy some
time while the roast slowly, slowly, heated up.
The peppers and then the rice were done by about 6, the beans were getting warm, and I could see the temp on the
roast was finally above 190. By six thirty I called it a day, pulled the roast off the wires, wrapped it in tin foil and let it rest
for twenty minutes, while I finished up the stir fry rice with peppers and the chili beans and the tortillas.
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I was planning to mix up the pulled pork with some enchilada sauce and some chilies. When I started “pulling” the pork
apart, Denise and Joy were there to taste and judge. The unanimous verdict was that no further sauce was required,
good just like it is, thank you very much.
And so it was.
Time, temperature, planning, hospitality, hot peppers and left‐overs tomorrow; thus we deal with reality.
Is something objective happening, or is it only that we are doing something? Cause and effect, free will, past and future,
these things have caught my attention lately. But, like the weather, you can talk about it, but what can you do about it?
My yoga teacher theorized that if you could get a certain percentage of people meditating, it would affect the shared
consciousness of all; like the fact that those of us burning coal and driving cars is affecting the shared air and weather for
all.
Energy and motion; these are reality. Time is a measurement of motion. Motion takes place because of energy. That’s
really just about it, isn’t it? All the rest seems quite subjective. Yet, still, what can we do about it? Most say “believe”;
some say “accept”; a few say “give up”; yet what of those who say “act”? What do they do? What can be done?
I guess what I’m asking is, should we just go along for the ride, or try to win the game? I planned and waited and
adjusted and succeeded in having a really nice dinner tonight. I don’t put that much energy into my exploration of
“reality”. What is there available for me to do to experience infinity and beyond? As food for thought, what would be my
sumptuous reward?
That the human mind can actually experience such transcendent states makes you wonder what is going on in there.
And since in there is really just out there in a package, to look inward is to look outward, and all that woo woo shit. Yet
here we are.
Seems to me if our existence is possible and we are real, then anything is possible, and everything is real.
11/17/13
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Hills and Rivers
OK,
After this I'm not going to write about my 30 mile bike ride unless something interesting happens. Nothing interesting
happened today. The first time I did this ride the hill between downtown Springfield and the Doris Ranch was daunting.
The second time the hill was a little better, but still as much as I could deal with. Today I tried a different attack. I
pedaled as hard as I could for as long as I could going up the hill. That got me almost half way. Then the panting started,
but at least I was half way up already. I'll have to consider this tactic for future hills. The same hill is there on the return,
but not quite as steep as on the obverse.
Aside from the hill(s) the rest of the ride is along the Willamette River. There is a really nice bike path that goes mostly
level for miles without interruption along the tree lined banks. Every couple miles there is a bike/pedestrian bridge
spanning the river. Each ride I take I make sure to cross every bridge when I come to it. There are five bridges. If you
cross every one when you come to it and go in a loop, you wind up crossing each bridge going in the same direction
twice, except for the first and last ones.
As I stood taking a rest on one of the bike bridges, looking upstream at the newly completed I‐5 bridge in the distance,
the river's rapids rushing below me, I pondered the reality of my perceptions; all that I saw and heard and felt was all
that I was, and that was all that there was around me. But I knew there was more that I could not perceive: the
molecules, the atoms, the shape of the winds, the isotherms, the information held in radio waves or cosmic rays or the
subtle influence of dark matter, all this stuff going on around me that takes some level of faith to believe in, not being
obvious and all... Yet there it is. All the time.
Boats were floating along in the river, some with fishermen, some with people just out for fun. Not many, this being
early in the season. As I rode along in the trees and shadows of the bike path I felt like one of those boats, drifting,
floating, at the mercy of my surroundings, the wind in my face and the sun at my side. Like in my dreams of floating, I
was flying.
5/31/14
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Things
I've been thinking a lot lately. I've been thinking about the fact that I've been thinking a lot lately. Many different topics
are competing in my brain for time to be contemplated. I have all these ideas. I don't remember having these kinds of
ideas before. Maybe I did, and I don't remember (I do forget things more lately, too) but I just feel like I'm trying to
figure something out with more energy and interest than ever before.
Today I was thinking about infinity again, and I had a revelation: If the answer is infinity, then you're asking the wrong
question. Infinity has always bothered me, kind of like dividing by zero, it shouldn't be allowed. What would it be like to
live in a thought world that did not include infinity as a real thing?
Then there's Infinite Jest; the novel by David Foster Wallace. I finished this last year and it has been living in my mind
ever since. Upon some contemplation after finishing it, I had a sort of gestalt moment where I sort of "grokked" the
novel in a meta‐context. I read lots of reviews, critiques, and helpful wiki‐pages, but nobody expressed the novel's
structure and theme in the way I perceived. So either I was seeing (reading) something that was not there, or I was
getting more that the normal reader. So I now have to read it again. I'll let you know.
Finally, for tonight, I recently watched an interesting documentary titled: "The Pervert's Guide to Ideology". You can
Google it. It was worth watching twice, just to get the main points. One that struck with me was with regard to Atheism,
and how if you wanted to be a true atheist you should start with Christianity, because that's the only modern religion
that has killed its own God. The Old Testament god dies when Jesus is born. Jesus (the man) then dies. All that is left is
the Holy Ghost, the echo of God in the mind of man.
These are just a few ideas in my brain today.
Next month I'm off to Stuttgart to help Daimler fix their cars.
I spent all day today researching, documenting, and reporting software problems related to Product Interface WAVE
linking and reparenting of linked datum planes in both the assembly and part display contexts. No shit.
6/18/14
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Ed
Some thoughts:
I go walking with the dogs on a regular 4 mile route that takes us past a church. There is a big sign in front typically
displaying some sort of motivational/religious/punningly clever text. Today it read: "Now is the time to invest in
eternity."
I had to think about that for a while. I get the eternity part (more later about that), but what got me going was the
"now" part. Time. Compared to eternity, what difference does "now" make? What is it, anyway? This pervading
"nowness" that we are subject to, what's the point of that? And what am I "investing"? More time. Woody Allen is
incorrectly attributed to the quote: "Eternity is a really long time, especially towards the end."
What is the ratio of any given time span, or any given distance, to infinity? The guy trying to prove one infinite set larger
than another resorted to dividing by infinity. What would be the answer to any finite number or time divided by infinity?
Is one divided by infinity going to be smaller than one zillion divided by infinity? I don't think so. I think the answer to
any finite anything divided by infinity is zero. Not infinitely small, zero. That's how big infinity is.
If one believes in the "big bang" theory, then once upon a time the universe was the size of an orange, and a little bit
later, the size of a basketball. It wasn't exactly stopping at either of these sizes, or any other, for that matter, but was
expanding outwards (from an infinitely small, infinitely dense something) at the speed of light, at least. Where was that
basketball? Where would you have had to be to measure its diameter? From the inside, with the boundary expanding
away at the speed of light, not too likely to get a good reading there. And what does it mean to think about the
"outside" of our expanding ball? Same deal today. Still expanding at the speed of light. Never going to get to anywhere
near what might remotely be called a "boundary" to whatever might be in that outside part. The universe might well
have some kind of edge to it, expanding as I said. But nothing will ever get there. It will never be experienced, cannot be
experienced. There may well be more dimensions than we care to think about. That's one possibility. In pondering such
imponderables, I'm reminded of the often misquoted Einstein who said: "Not only is the universe stranger than we
imagine, it is stranger than we CAN imagine."
Long time ago I coined a silly philosophical conjecture: In this universe there is one infinitely large thing, and one
infinitely small thing. They are the same. We live in‐between.
When I wrote it, I was thinking about us in the in‐between part, and what that meant. But now I'm thinking about that
"They are the same." part. In some fundamental way, the largest part and the smallest part are connected. It's more like
an entity, or a thought, or a hurricane. Something dynamic, moving (there's that "time" again), and yet a singularity.
(Speaking of that, somebody wrote recently that black holes, those big ones in space, are basic, fundamental particles,
like protons or neutrons.) The universe is not what we perceive. Or, maybe it is ONLY what we perceive.
Infinitely large is completely abstract, we can never experience it. Infinitely small, though, is somewhat more personal,
don't you think? I mean, after all, it's in there, in my fingers, that infinitely small stuff. It's in my brain, microscopic
synapses, making me type these things, for god's sake. Where's the feedback loop from my bodily experience to my
DNA? How does the macro experience connect back to the micro programming? How do my ATCG's all know that I need
a stronger beak to get at those climate‐changed sunflower seeds? And what is my "bodily experience" anyway? I keep
getting this strange feeling that we, in our experiences, have the whole thing inside out.
Finally, as for that smaller/bigger circle trick. It's semantics, not infinity, which is being argued. The argument says:
"When you plot every point on the circle, you will have an infinite set." To which I say, "Get started, and call me when
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you're finished." Same for the guy who wants to map every integer against the infinite set of real numbers between zero
and one. I say the same thing, "For every number you find on your line, I'll find one on mine. I'm never going to run out."
Pick any two points along the line, and you can define an infinity in the gap. (Here's a question, "What's the next number
after zero?") Any subset of infinity must itself be infinite, there is no infinity bigger than another.
2/2/13
To which Ed replied:
How many is infinity? How long is eternity?
Joseph Campbell says eternity isn't a long time. Eternity has nothing to do with time. Eternity is that aspect of here and
now which thinking and time cuts out.
So infinity isn't a big number. Infinity is the idea of quantity that numbers cannot envelope.
Can infinity exist in nature?
Even if the known universe is only a fraction of what is, and even if a new universe is created every time anything does
or does not happen, there would still be a number. At the same time, how can there be an end? What's on the other
side of the end? If it loops back on itself, what is the context within which it does this?
So that's a paradox.
I saw one attempt at demonstrating different size infinities that said imagine a circle. When you plot every point on the
circle, you will have an infinite set. Now imagine a bigger circle. If you project every point from the smaller circle out to
the larger one, you will see gaps developed. That, they suggest, is a larger infinity.
Tricky devils. But of course, if projecting out shows gaps, then you've obviously missed some points on the earlier circle.
So it's fair to say that infinity turns lines into a field. You can project the lines from that smaller circle out to any distance
and never see any gaps.
Hawking said the Plank length may be the smallest size in the universe. But it's easy to imagine half a Plank length, or a
trillionth of one. What's in between those quantum leaps? Maybe it's a whole bunch more universes stuck in there. And
within all of those universes there could be more universes in between all their Plank lengths. Where does it end?
Dan Greene had an example of size. How big is one of the strings everything is supposed to be made of? Think of a drop
of water. In there are a trillion trillion hydrogen atoms. Think of the size of one hydrogen atom. If you now imagine that
atom to be the size of the known universe, a single string would be about the size of a tree.
So, now I'm going to play some video games. Nice reading your note and chatting to you.
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Leap Forward
I awoke this morning, Friday Feb. 29th, to the sound of my wristwatch alarm at 5:10 AM, at the Crowne Plaza Hotel and
Convention Center, Sanya, China. The bus left to the airport at 5:50, and arrived at about 6:35. The gate to the airline
ticket counter opened at 6:55. I sat in the courtyard of the airport, drank coffee and waited for the plane, which left at
8:25.
I arrived in Hong Kong at about 10 AM Friday Feb. 29th. I sat in the airport executive lounge drinking free wine, and
eating peanuts until 11. I stood in line at the gate until boarding began at 11:45. The 747, completely full, took off at
12:30 PM.
The flight was 10.5 hours long. I arrived in San Francisco at 8:00 AM Friday Feb. 29th. I scrambled to just get on a flight
to Eugene, leaving at 8:50. I arrived home at 10:30 AM, today, Friday Feb. 29th.
My back hurts.
2/29/08
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Business (Unfinished)
Exactly fourteen days ago, Saturday February 2nd, I was on a twelve hour flight from San Francisco to Shanghai. Today,
February 16th, I just returned from a two hour flight from Las Vegas. How could this happen?
I departed Eugene 8AM Friday morning to San Francisco and from there onto a 12 o’clock flight to Shanghai.
Accompanied by my business companions, Sam Kuan, Bob Sammut, Joan Hirsch and, upon our arrival in Shanghai, Aaron
Frankel., we were all traveling to Hainan Island, in the South China Sea, for the Asia Pacific Channel Conference, or
something; a software and sales extravaganza held once a year in China, the last two years having been in Shanghai but
this time, after too many negative comments about repeating that venue, it was to be held this year in a tropical
paradise at the southern tip of an island called the “Hawaii of China”.
We arrived in Sanya late, at 1AM, after some confusion with our connecting flight in Shanghai. Upon arrival in Shanghai
we all had to clear international customs, having just entered a Communist State, after all. Duly inspected and cleared of
carrying anything detrimental to the good of the Communist People, we found our way, owing in no small part to the
native language abilities of Mr. Kuan, from the international side, large and luxurious, over to the domestic side, small
and, well, let’s just say, quaint. Large screen advertisements blinked and faded, yielding a less than optimal marketing
image; shops sold popular Chinese magazines, psychological and spiritual self‐help tapes, colorful patriotic icons,
“Double Happiness” Cigarettes, and strange dried goods.
We waited in Shanghai’s “Domestic Terminal” for two hours. Once cleared to board our aircraft to Sanya, we got on the
transfer bus with fifty or so of our Closest Chinese Family, including Children (because Sanya was, after all, the “Hawaii
of China”) and drove off into the darkness towards our plane. We arrived in growing anticipation of our flight, only to be
compelled to remain within the bus, parked on the tarmac in sight of the plane, looking at our darkened craft, and at
some engineers up at the front cone, attempting to, as it finally turned out, connect the auxiliary power unit to the plane
to start it.
They couldn’t get the plane started. (We later joked that they couldn’t find the keys.)
We were bussed back to the terminal after twenty or so minutes of expectant waiting in the bus. In the terminal we
experienced more expectant waiting. Thirty to sixty minutes or more later we were herded back onto the bus and out to
the now‐started plane. We boarded, stuffed all our stuff overhead, crammed ourselves into the Chinese proportioned
seats, and fell asleep, fighting off all attempts by the flight attendants to serve us food or drink.
Arrived in paradise at o’dark:thirty, and after Aaron’s luggage finally arrived too, we were UGS’d off by official hotel
carriage to the Horizon Resort on the southernmost tip of the island. Twenty four hours from door to door, I took off my
shoes at 3AM and fell into a fitful sleep.
Sanya is located along a white sand beach with many three and four and five star hotels, modern and affordable, strewn
along its length. The bay is tranquil, sporting a marina, and an active beach rental life, with jet skis, para‐sailing, scuba,
and other less hazardous options available, like getting sealed into a large, inflatable clear Plexiglas ball, and sent off
onto the surf, with no real operational controls.
My first morning there, in an attempt to cure jet lag by exposing myself to sunshine, I walked the beach towards the
East, after a hearty buffet breakfast in the nearby coffee shop, accompanied by my business companion, Bob. We talked
personal lives more than shop. The walk was wonderful; after a winter of gray and rain and cold, relative cold, in Eugene,
I was ready for a tropical exposure, much to the chagrin of my wife, who deserves tropical exposure far more than I. I
took off my shoes, and padded barefoot in the surf, the calm and cool waves lapping my feet, the sunshine in my eyes…
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That night (Sunday) I met up with Sam, and we determined to eat at the Chinese restaurant in the hotel, located out by
the southeast corner, overlooking the ocean and the multiple swimming pools.
Software conventions being what they are, that’s a whole ‘nuther story. But we did have occasion to see some things
outside our hotel venue, albeit organized and not without the need for adequate bus transportation; the attendance
being over 600 for the general session, but mercifully only about 25 for our outward adventure. Promptly at 7PM on
Tuesday night we boarded the busses and headed for downtown Sanya. Being a tropical paradise, there were hotels and
modern structures all around, but once you got away from the money, life returned to normal, and people were seen in
poorer conditions, with rice paddies and wandering goats, and little trucks, one cylinder diesel from the sound of them,
hauling impossible loads, quite indifferent to local laws of traffic, or those of logic, either.
We were going to a typical Chinese Seafood Restaurant, en masse, we had reserved a portion of the third floor,
complete with private bathroom. Before entry, we toured the fish tanks. Out by the parking lot, under a large tin
umbrella, were tanks and tanks of shells, eels, sharks, oysters, puffers, wrasse, bass, urchins, rays, and more.
2/16/07
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Times
I'm just back (well, last night) from yet another airline trip, yet again from Dallas. Nothing happened, except for the
seven quality hours I got to spend in the Salt Lake City airport, due to the fact I got an earlier flight out of Dallas. That
was a good thing.
Along the way, I read yet another chapter in my timely novel by Pynchon, which addressed itself to time:
(A professor at a college somewhere in Iowa, dedicated to the research and exploitation of time, is lecturing :)
"Fact is, our system of so‐called linear time is based on a circular or, if you like, periodic phenomenon ‐ the Earth's own
spin. Everything spins, up to and including, probably, the whole universe. So we can look to the prairie, the darkening
sky, the birthing of a funnel‐cloud to see in its vortex the fundamental structure of everything‐"
(At which point in the story an actual tornado appears).
The Maya were convinced that time was cyclical, and that this "world" would end December 21st, 2012. Modern Time as
we know it is measured by cycles of atoms, precisely counted. Our bodies respond in cycles, daily, and monthly, and
even yearly. "What goes around, comes around" is Karma in a nutshell. Cycles permeate our lives. Where did our idea of
linear come from? I guess when we started finding things older than any cycles we could understand?
Depak Chopra, a self‐proclaimed modern age guru, says we create our own reality with our consciousness. That we
literally create our own reality, and not only that, our own after‐life. That consciousness is cosmic, magical stuff, without
which nothing would exist. We sleep, making consciousness itself a cyclic experience. Reality, either internal or external,
is cyclic. It goes "around" at the tiniest and grandest scales.
Just as "real" gurus consider "reality" to be nothing but illusion, time must also fall into that category. This leaves
nothing but consciousness. What is any reality without the consciousness of it? But perhaps its not consciousness that
makes the reality, but merely perception, interaction, bumping into, at small and large scales.
My friend Carl once wrote of my photographs: "The more you look, the more you see." This may be more of a cosmic
truth than a simple artistic critique.
Consciousness? I think it's psychosomatic.
1/13/07
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Time
Time is like the elephant in the corner. It's like the ocean to the fish. We think in time, we experience in time, we "know"
time, but it's an eel, slippery and dark, that may not even exist at all.
There is no "past", like there is a Cleveland, and as much as we may wish to ignore Cleveland, we seemingly cannot
ignore the sense of a "past". You can't go there, but you feel like you've already been there (then). And there is no
future, either, as much as you may plan for it. Tomorrow never comes. Like it says at the top of each page in the Cat's
Diary: Today. At best, and most understandable, time is an infinite string of instants, somehow connecting what we just
saw with what we are going to do about it.
Time is merely a perception, like the color red. It is a convenience. We measure it with motion, precise to the gnat's ass,
without understanding in the slightest what it really "is". Time is not a road we travel, nor is it the sea that buoys us, it is
but an infinitely brief instant in which everything can happen. Like the uncertainty principle for those virtual particles
popping into and out of existence in the vacuum of space, we can exist, in our absurd and paradoxical way, only if we
too pop into and out of existence before anyone (besides ourselves) can notice. The universe does not "pass through"
time, continuously becoming something else. It IS. We just can't perceive it that way.
"Eternity" is language's way of describing the asymptotic view we get from our human kaleidoscope of perception.
People (human brains) aren't meant to "think" about such things, only to experience them. Thinking just gets us into
trouble.
1/2/07
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Merry Christmas
Thursday, December 21, 2006
I got to the Dallas airport several hours before my scheduled flight to Salt Lake, trying to get an earlier one, but despite
the heroic efforts of a holiday bedecked gate agent, this was not to be. After a beer and a burger at the Buffalo Bar and
Grille, I moved over to the holding area for Gate 12, our projected departure lounge. There I sat for two hours, trying to
read my latest tome, observing the would be passengers, luggage, and pets. One, an eight week old Terrier, out of its
hamper and being attended to by two cute kids, was attracting a lot of attention, as was the “dust mop” over by the
wall, along with its cute owner.
As the hour drew near, the winds of chance wafted over our little party and suddenly our 6:15 departure had turned
into a 7:40, almost, but not quite completely eliminating my margin for error in Utah. Then, as chance would have it,
through an error of an incoming flight’s pilot, or some commonplace miscommunication with Operations, the flight from
Cincy had arrived at our gate instead of the one next door. So we were all instructed to move over to its old gate,
number 13, now our new one, on our delayed venture up to the Great Salt Lake.
I’ve always considered 13 to be a lucky number. But not in the way you might think. It contains a considerable amount of
bad luck, don’t get me wrong, but it always turns out to be a kind of good news, bad news sort of thing. Like Apollo 13,
almost had a complete disaster, but no, all turned out, for the most part, OK. Or our apartment on the 13th floor in
Japan, where all my camera gear got stolen (because we were stupid enough to have had doobies mailed to us at that
address). But only the camera gear was taken, no jewelry, no cash, nothing else, and the insurance covered it.
I waited and calculated my odds, standing against the wall instead of sitting, anticipating that it would be a long sit‐down
once we got into the air. The girl with the dust mop came over to sit down on the floor just in front of me. I immediately
made friends with the dog, looking for some kind of sympathetic camaraderie on a mental level I could identify with. She
asked would I hold the dog while she went potty. Sure. So I sat there making friends with “Mr. Big”, as I later learned,
and a small crowd of onlookers. I learned all about his “Mom”, too, moving from Dallas to Salt Lake, finally, after her
previous job wouldn’t let her quit? to live with her fiancée.
We actually took off to Salt Lake at 8:00. I was in the back of the plane. A family came in with Mom, Dad, son, and at
least two daughters, Christmas packages, luggage, and a strong mid‐eastern accent. Mom and son sat next to me across
the aisle. Son was unstoppable. Talking, jumping, pulling on the seats in front of him. Opening and closing and opening
the tray, and even to the point of standing up and looking out the window when we landed, no seat belt in sight. His
noise was so obnoxious that the people in front of him, after growing tired of complaining, finally resigned to put on
their DVD movie and earphones. The guy in front of me, diagonal from the kid, must have been in an audio cone of
enhancement, because he kept looking back with a baleful stare.
I had no real chance of making my connection by now, but there was always hope, along with the thought that the
airline, in their computerized wisdom, might be able to notify the outgoing that the incoming was only going to be a few
minutes late. My flight to Eugene was the last one of the night, and only the second of the entire day. When it got to
Eugene, it would spend the night, not going out again until the next morning. There was no real need to make it an on‐
time‐nanosecond flight. They could know that a connecting passenger was landing, and would be there in minutes,
coming from their own airline for God’s sake, with a Silver Elite Card and all. I’ve seen it done before, a flight will wait a
few minutes for some late connectors.
We landed and came to a stop in the land of Polygamy Porter (“Why Stop With One?”). Still on the plane, not yet at the
gate, or freedom, we waited, seconds ticking ticking ticking, stalled by lack of communication, blocked by incompetence.
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I knew that time was short, too short, close, like razor edge close. There was a chance, a small chance, a still possible
chance. We oozed off the plane like some sort of Twilight Zone episode where you’re the only sane one left, and
everyone else is somehow deranged and out to at least slow you down. Then exiting, not out onto a jetway, but down
the single file covered tarmac walkway, agonizingly slow, finally, into the concourse, where adrenaline kicked in.
I disembarked B Concourse at 9:25, my departure scheduled at 9:26. I hoofed, huffed, puffed, wheezed, and finally
coughed my way from B to E, dodging moving sidewalk dawdlers and weaving dual carriage baby buggies. At gate E 73,
at 9:31, I shouldered my way through an equally hormone enhanced crowd, slapped my boarding pass on the desk, and
in a proud and forceful way announced “Eugene!”.
“That flight has departed, sir.”
What followed was a slow descent, not into hell exactly, but what could certainly be a contender if there ever was an
“American Idol” contest for such a thing. I was instructed to consult the experts at the “Customer Service” desk, and
oxymoron if ever there was one. The service, if it was ever rendered at that desk, was meted out in servings taking
hours, or significant fractions thereof, not the efficient minutes one might expect from an otherwise experienced and
troubled airline. When it finally became my turn, through a series of serendipitous extractions of those in front of me by
other attending agents from outside and beyond the looming desk, I too was extracted from the line by an eager gate
agent, never getting to experience the “official” customer service I so certainly deserved.
Noreen, or whatever her name was, told me the next flight I could get would be on Sunday. This was completely
unacceptable. I instructed her that other airlines could be employed, and that she was obligated to do so on my behalf.
During the course of the next fractional hours, she typed and backspaced, consulted with her counterpart seated next to
her, she totally preoccupied with being on hold to “global”, whatever that means, and the best Noreen could come up
with was to place me on standby for tomorrow’s flight at 11:15. After some polite prodding, I got her to divulge that
there were no others in the standby line before me, and that there were 5 empty seats, and my chances looked good. I
was skeptical, but resigned to, if worst came to worst, call up my Mormon friend Sam Kuan, and have a happy Christmas
in the shadow of the Wasatch Range.
As a final departing gesture before leaving with my hotel and meal vouchers in hand, off to the local Microtel, I asked
the agent, myself now finally cooled down enough to think litigiously, could I have some official complaint form that I
might fill out and have my voice heard? She looked around in several places, sure that there were some over here, but,
after another consultation, discovered that they did have such things, but now you have to go on line. Imagine my
surprise.
The hotel shuttle request phone was down stairs by the luggage carrousels. I called the Microtel. They said, “Go over to
the Express Shuttle Counter”. I did. I waited patiently in line while the really young, really large woman at the counter
alternatingly looked at her computer, said “I’ll be right back”, walked out into the expectant crowd, called off a few
names, escorted the respondents out to the waiting bus, and then returned back to her computer. This happened
several times before anyone in line was “served”.
When she finally turned her attention to the ever increasing line before her, she asked the folks in front, those just in
front of me “What hotel are you going to?” to which they answered “Microtel”, to which she asked to the crowd “How
many others are going to the Microtel?” to which most of the by now dozen or so raised their hands. Finally it was my
turn again at the Customer Service Wheel of Fate. She asked my name, and after a brief computer entry she told me to
go over there and have a seat and wait for her to announce the bus. I asked “How long will it be?”
“Twenty minutes.”
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Fuck that. I went out and got a cab. I paid $15 for ten minutes of peace, quiet, and a definite leg up on all those other
poor bastards when they arrived at the “hotel” all in a cluster. My check‐in was smooth and easy, and except for the fact
that the key to my room didn’t work and if it hadn’t been for somebody else on my floor having some other kind of
trouble getting into their room also requiring the front counter lady with the master key, I would have had to go back
down and say something.
I called Denise and described my misfortune. She offered to call anyone and everyone to help me find a way out of the
depths of the under‐lit, under‐heated, underwhelming Microtel. I gave her all my flight and schedule and confirmation
number information. With nothing else to be done, as they say in Hiroshima, I went to sleep, or tossed around.
Friday, December 22, 2006
At about 1:00 Denise called and woke me to say that she had, through some miracle of persistence, an obliging
supervisor in Atlanta, and a prevailing wind, found a person who had made a double booking on tomorrow’s (today’s)
flight, which was illegal, and which had been corrected by canceling one of hers, and converting my standby reservation
into a confirmed. I dropped back into a somewhat better sleep.
The wakeup call came at 7:30. I staggered down to meet a lobby full of fellow delayed souls, most of whom were jovial
enough about the situation, it being Christmas and all. So we boarded the bus and drove off into the fog and flurries,
only barely missing that slow moving Honda Civic obviously not accustomed to driving on any color other than street.
At the airport I was greeted by line of Biblical Proportions, all expecting Customer Service from Delta Airlines. Fuck that. I
had a “Standby” boarding pass, which I was willing to risk using at “security”, upstairs, even though the prospect of
being rejected and sent back downstairs to face the long line was a distinct possibility. As I approached the upstairs
zigzag I noticed, off to the left, there with no waiting, three automated Delta Check In Kiosks, one of which I availed
myself directly, and with complete and unhesitating satisfaction. Now it said “confirmed” on my boarding card, not
“standby”, even though I still didn’t have a seat.
Successfully past the security abuse counter, I wandered through the luxury, looking for a place to eat, and more
importantly, use up my Delta Meal Vouchers (2) worth $7 each. I opted for “Dick Clark’s American Bandstand Bar and
Grille”. I had the Western Omelet, a large glass of grapefruit juice, and the opportunity to find out via closed caption
CNN who won last night’s NFL game between my lifelong heroes and foes, the Packers and the Vikings. The Packers.
It had been my intention from the beginning to spend my layover time in Salt Lake, yesterday, looking for some last
minute Christmas gift for Denise. But now, since she had saved my bacon with the Delta Authorities, I felt even more
obliged to pick up something significant. I went to a shop that specialized in Native American pseudo hand crafted
jewelry, and got a rather attractive earring, necklace, silver and inlay ensemble. She deserved it (and she likes it).
In the awaiting area before departure, I sat next to one of “America’s Finest”, a young returned soldier, replete with
“Army” hat, “Army” leather jacket, “Combat Forces” tee shirt, and accompanied by his pink on pink, almost bunny suited
wife, and toddler child. When the poor child wandered innocently away from “Dad”, he was commanded to return.
Inquisitive, the small child kept looking around, not running away, not making a fuss, just chewing on his cookie, but not
moving. Disobedience must not be ignored. The child was soundly whacked upon its diapered behind by his stern faced,
disciplinary dad, bringing tears to the baby, and disgust to me. Don’t they need a license to have those things?
Also in the waiting area was a group of returning high school boys, coming back from some sort of chaperoned excursion
to Hawaii. They were all wearing shorts and sporting tans. They were all going to Eugene. Finally we boarded the plane.
Finally we were going. But first, de‐icing. Then waiting in line with all the others, “We’re number ten in line, folks”.
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As soon as they sat down, the two guys behind me began to talk. The Doctor and the Pilot. They talked during the flight
announcements. They talked during the takeoff. They talked during the Coke and Cookies. They talked the whole way.
Not loud. Not obnoxious. Just constant. Like having bees live in your head. I couldn’t read, I couldn’t sleep, I could only
listen. We finally landed in the land of the green and the fog and only an hour late. Well, more like 15.
Now, returned to my wife, my stash, my jug, and my keyboard, I can only reflect upon all those other poor bastards, still
stranded, with much better stories to tell. Merry Christmas.
12/22/06
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Kayak
Denise has wanted to do something "on the water". We see people going by on the Willamette River in their little boats,
floating and paddling along, having a good time, and it looks like fun. Last Fourth of July weekend we spent two days at a
place up the McKenzie River called McKenzie Bridge. We stayed in a log cabin just yards from the river. We could see
people on the river going by in inflatable rafts, little boats, kayaks, in twos and fours and groups of six, eight or ten,
every few minutes there would go another one, and all were having fun.
So Denise, eager to get us "on the water" in such like activities, signed us up for a "Sea Rescue and Paddle Technique"
class offered by the local Recreational and Risky Business Equipment Shop. This would be a class covering the boat
handling and self‐preservation techniques required to safely occupy and propel a sea kayak. This class, however, was to
be held on a local lake. Fresh water, no surf, no sharks. Bring your own lunch.
Sunday last we arose at 7 (on a Sunday!), got our shit together (ice chest: water, apples, cheese, crackers, some leftover
turkey, bread, jam, chocolate. ditty bag: change of clothes, extra glasses, SAK (Suisse Army Knife) towel, SunBlok, rock‐
socks) and after some last minute stalling (oops: Denise forgot the change of clothes) we were off to Fall Creek and the
Sea Kayak Class.
Located 20 miles southeast and uphill from Eugene, Fall Creek Lake is a beautiful setting in the low mountain forests of
Oregon, created by Fall Creek Dam, on a fork of the aforementioned Willamette River. The dam lake is very popular with
boaters of the jet and loud noise variety, and the adjoining park is popular with families, Farkle in their multitude and
tooth.
We arrived and soon became acquainted with our komrades in kayaking. Much to our self‐centered, baby‐boomer
cultural relief, all the others (six) were in their graying years, like us, and even our instructor admitted at one point that
he was over 50. So we were assigned to our boats, skirts and paddles; adjusted our foot pegs to suit our "sitting plie"
within the boat, and checked out our "Baja Bags" containing all the gear we would need for the day. Within: wet suit
(sleeveless variety, one piece, over‐all style construction, with Velcro strap closures at the shoulders); a Gore‐Tex type
jacket with Velcro sleeve closures; life vest (one size fits all); waterproof booties (I brought my own); helmet (always,
always ask lots of questions if they give you a helmet); a twenty foot long, one inch wide, eighth inch thick, yellow nylon
strap, securely tied into a loop; a thick yellow plastic bag, 8" wide, 15" long, with what looked like inflating spigots, the
kind you blow into to fill up an airline life vest, coming out each side; a tubular plastic device, 12" long and 2" in
diameter, with a big bicycle pump handle on the top and a hole on the side, later revealed to be a bilge pump; and a
sponge, mine was shaped like a large blue piranha.
Our instructor, Guy (his Summer name), an outgoing, goateed, shaved bald guy of some mixed Hawaiian, Japanese,
Polynesian, African, something heritage, and his attractive assistant, Joan, or whatever (I had to watch her closely as she
changed into her wetsuit off to the side during the intro), introduced us to our gear and sent us off to don our own wet
suits in the local park loo. Back to the shore and the boats, and on with the jackets, life vests, and helmets (you can leave
the skirts behind for the moment). We learned how two people carry the boats, one in front, and one in back, from
underneath, don't suspend it from the obvious pull‐tabs, thank you, and away we went.
We slid the boats into the water and learned how to get into the dam things ourselves. Using your paddle as a "bridge"
to get from the shore to the boat (no, you don't walk on it, you sit on it), you carefully maneuver your feet from the
shore into the shell of the boat and down onto the foot pegs, sit down into the somewhat padded seat, and become one
with your craft. Not like your average canoe, with room to spare, these boats are like formula one race cars, you fit into
the cockpit like a sardine: the boat is you and you are the boat. Become One. Om. A quick push of the paddle and you're
"on the water".
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We gathered in the shallows around our teacher in an expectant clutch, and watched amazedly as he proceeded to
demonstrate to us our first trick: the proverbial "Wet Exit". When we signed up for this class, I suspected there would be
a part where you would be upside down in the water. But: First Thing: OK: your job is to consciously and purposefully flip
your boat over, and then to get out by first feeling your way along the cockpit cowling beneath (now above) you, starting
at the front, and proceeding along the sides until you get to your hips, and then pushing down and out, performing what
he called an underwater "forward summersault". Yeah right. Over we went. Being upside down in the water, under a
kayak, tightly angled in, and then being expected to feel along the cowling before you can even think of that
summersault thing, well, after a couple nervous, breathless trys, the fear factor diminished enough to understand that
you weren't going to die, but that didn't mean you had to like it.
Next trick: "The Paddle Float Rescue". This is where you start by going into really deep water (well, you can't touch
bottom) and performing the now perfected "Wet Exit" trick. Only this time, you, now in the water once again, attempt
to flip your boat back upright by kicking with your feet and pushing really hard just off the C of G in one coordinated
thrust, and then you hang onto the side of your boat with your leg, at the knee, to keep it from floating away, and then
you get that yellow plastic bag with the mouth pieces and proceed to inflate half of it and then you insert one end of
your paddle into the revealed opening in the inflated bag (you didn't lose your paddle when you flipped over, did you?).
Once the paddle end is inserted, remember, you're still in the water, propped up by your one‐size‐fits‐all life vest
clinging around your neck, you inflate the other side of the "float" and secure the whole bag thing to the paddle end
with straps and Velcro closures (Sea Kayaking, as we know it, could not exist without Velcro).
The paddle, one end now securely encased in the "float", needs to have the other end inserted into the bungee cords
strung strategically around and across the craft, towards the ass end (technical term). You are in the water, forcing a
paddle, by now floating away, into stiff cords that you cannot reach, at an angle from which you have no leverage. Once
this is done, you now have a stable three point platform (the now upright boat itself as two points, and the paddle, now
propped ninety degrees off port as an outrigger, as the third) upon which to drag yourself back into (onto, into is
another whole issue) the boat. Yeah right. This can be done. Once inside the boat you unleash the bilge pump and
relieve the boat of its collected boatily fluids.
Next: the "Paddle Float Sling Assist Rescue". Same as the "Paddle Float", except after consciously dumping yourself into
the water and then getting back out and then inflating the paddle float and inserting the paddle end and then getting
the other end into the bungee cords, you drape the nylon loop over the cockpit cowling's groove, the far side of which
you cannot reach, while you're still in the water, mind you, and then use the dangling sling as a step up into (onto) your
kayak. This is easier than you might think, and certainly easier than the "Paddle Float v1.0".
Now you have to practice these tricks with the "skirt" in place. This is the thing that keeps waves and such from flooding
your boat. Not a problem at Fall Lake, but maybe in Baja California, or Puget Sound. Anyway, you have to strap yourself
in with this nylon thing that literally looks like and attaches like a "skirt", and goes from around your waist into the
groove in the cockpit cowling of the boat, firmly held in place with bungee. (Velcro and Bungee). Whilst you're upside
down now, suspended from the boat and quite attached to it by the skirt, you must somehow unhook the skirt from the
boat before you can think about coming up for air. Hence the "feeling along the cockpit cowling" tip from the very first
lesson. You're really freeing yourself and the skirt from the grip of the boat. Cool.
The next sea kayak rescue would be the "T and X Buddy Rescue" aka "Misery Loves Company". This is where a komrade,
from within his boat, helps you to get your boat upright, and then counterbalances you while you struggle back into
(onto) your own water torture chamber. It was at about this point I started to get really tired. Tired of being upside
down in the water. Tired of hauling myself and my bulk back into (onto) the dam boat.
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My boat wasn't feeling right, either. I mean, I had to force myself to sit upright, while all the others could do it at ease.
Instead, I felt like I was in a recliner. This was not good. My stomach muscles were aching, and I was overheating in all
the gear. Thankfully, it was lunch time, so we all took a break. I forced myself to eat something, (half a turkey and cheese
sandwich, parts of an apple, and some water) and reclined in the shade for several glorious landlubbing minutes.
Back in the drink, we learned about paddling techniques. Forward is not like canoeing. Steering is not like canoeing. The
first stroke our instructor taught us: "forward", was the most difficult. I went left. Probably a political thing, but it didn't
help in this case. Frustrated, I leaned a little bit too far in an attempt to make a right, and: "Wet Exit"; T and X Buddy
Rescue. Shit. I lost my hat. It was recovered. My composure was not.
Next we learned how to steer: lean the opposite way. Intuitive. I could turn left all day long. I leaned to make a right, too
far: "Wet Exit"; T and X Buddy Rescue. Shit. I lost my hat, and my glasses. Now I was really pissed, and frustrated, and I
now couldn't see, and my boat still didn't really feel right. (I did get my hat back.) I tried again to regain my composure, if
not my breath, but I really didn't want to have lost those glasses.
Yet I persisted. The next lesson was how to "brace" yourself from rolling over by slapping your paddle against the water.
It worked, but by this point I was suffering from over exertion, sun exposure, muscle cramps (not bad, but, hey, any
excuse...), and a distinct lack of clear sight. I decided to call it quits. On my way limping back to the shore I went, you got
it: "Wet Exit". No rescue this time, I swam back. Then, almost at the shore, standing in 6" of water, trying to see my feet
and steady myself in the muck: "Wet Exit" again, this time without even a boat. "Fuck!"
Thankfully, the class was over by this time anyway, and I had somehow survived, if not totally enjoyed, my first sea
kayak outing. Before we left, I sat in another boat, on dry land, to see if my perception of the "feel" of the craft was
correct. Indeed it was. This other boat felt far more comfortable, less like a "recliner", and I could tell immediately that
at least 46.8% of my discomfort with paddling and steering was due to the improper "fit" of my boat. Bummer. Better
Luck Next Time.
And at the end, after we had doffed our wet suits, packed up all of our assigned "Baja Bag" items, hauled the boats back
up into their moorings aft Guy's Ford pickup onto a custom trailer, I asked Guy, our instructor, "What were the sponges
for?"
7/11/06
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Dear Ed
My day began at 3AM Stuttgart time. I had set my alarm for 5, but I was awake anyway, due to jetlag. I watched CNN
and BBC, the only English channels available. I flipped through the other German channels, complete with a pseudo
porno channel, and a pay per view real porno channel, of which I had indulged once.
When 5 chimed on my watch alarm, I showered, dressed, and with some moments to spare (having packed up all my
shit beforehand last night) I attempted to call my wife. No body home. I headed for the lobby, where I was to meet Guy
Wills at 5:45, a technical counterpart of mine in our company, located outside London. I checked out of the hotel and
waited for Guy in the lobby. He showed up a few moments later and as he walked by me on his way to the reception, he
looked at my baggage and he commented on how lightly I had packed (I really do). We shared a cab to the airport. 15
Euros. 10 minutes. It was still dark.
We got to the airport where he went off to check in with British Air to Heathrow, and I went to check in with Lufthansa
to Frankfurt. Got through security and wandered the halls of the airport for an hour or so. Guy's flight was about 45
minutes earlier than mine, so I had that much more time to just hang out. I went to a little cafe and had a sandwich mit
schincken unt kasse, and an apfelshaft. Cost 6.2 euros or something. Went down to the boarding area about 7:15, my
flight due to board at 7:40 and to depart at 8:05, with scheduled arrival in Frankfurt at 8:55. I was to connect to a flight
from Frankfurt to San Francisco departing at 10:00. On paper this gave me about an hour to connect.
When the scheduled departure time had come and gone, I casually walked up to the desk and inquired if there was
some kind of delay. "Yes, we'll make an announcement soon." Sure enough. Runway closed in Frankfurt due to cargo
plane leaking hydraulic fluid, requiring cleanup. Unknown delays. Yet, merely 20 minutes later, we were on the bus to
the plane (take the bus to the plane). Jetted off to Frankfurt, me in the very very back row. Arrived about 30 minutes
late, still leaving me time to OJ Simpson across the airport, from concourse A to concourse B, through the tunnel, up the
elevator, and into the FUCKING IMMENSE line for Passport Control. Fate was on my side. A new line opened up just to
my left, I went with the flow and quickly moved ahead. Suddenly the chances of me making my flight increased by 20%.
Once through the government control, I was faced with another FUCKING IMMENSE line for x‐ray security. No way
around this one, my odds decreased.
Then to my left, a woman appeared, charging through the line, proclaiming that her flight was leaving in 10 minutes, and
could she please get through. I commented, as she passed by, that my flight was also leaving in 10 minutes. She said,
"Come on then." So I did. I followed her as we bullied our ways to the front, much to the amazement of all around. Thus
we bypassed at least 10 minutes of fucking around, and passed through the xing rays and foul glances.
Once to the gate, my flight had not yet departed. Thank Gott. I gott to my seat only to find it occupied by a cute Russian
girl. Some small confusion later, it was revealed that 30D was the seat on her LAST flight, not this one. On this one it was
30E, right next to me, in 30D. Whoopie.
The seats on this particular coach class 747 Lufthansa craft were designed for dwarfs. My knees jammed against the seat
in front of me before I even began to relax. Oh well. I tried to make the best of it. The food wasn't bad, and the free
Warsteiner beer was great. I was feeling as good as possible cramped into a too small space for 10+ hours.
Since I had not slept, and since, by Eugene time, it was time to go to sleep, I pulled out my inflatable neck pillow and
attempted to get some zzzs. It wasn't really bad, but it was not comfortable. I think I did get to sleep. But, just as I had
dozed off, some guy appeared and was standing directly at my side (I had an aisle seat) conversing in Russian with the
cute girl next to me. To do so he had to lean directly in my face and over my head. I asked him to just have a seat then, if
he was going to lean in, and got up to go to the head. I had to boot him out of my seat when I got back. Back to sleep.
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Soon, the same guy was there again, talking to the girl. I told the guy to back off, couldn't he see I was trying to sleep,
what was his problem anyway. He went around to bother the girl from the opposing aisle.
Back to sleep again, and soon yet ANOTHER GUY is leaning in my face, trying to fuck with the by now also sleeping
Russian girl. I lost it. Was I invisible? Couldn't he see me here with my eyes closed? Neck pillow inflated? Where was his
seat? Why don't I just go there instead? What is your problem? He backed off. He also went around to the other aisle to
harass the girl.
Between the two of them, they reappeared two more times, on the hour. Admitting the futility of my hostility, I feigned
unconsciousness.
11 hours later we arrived in San Fran. Whizzed through passport control. Carry‐on luggage only, I zipped through
baggage, customs, and was assaulted with yet another security checkpoint. Third of the day. Not so long, however. Got
to my gate for Eugene and had 30 minutes to spare. I called Denise, told her I was alive and well, and to expect me at
3:15.
I anticipated a smooth flight to Eugene. I could read my book and just relax for the last hour of my travel. But no. The
two guys seated behind me, no fault of their own, talked ranching, breeding, subdividing property, alfalfa, and rock and
roll all the way home. Not a moment of silence. I know more about alfalfa than I can possibly relate. Not much reading
done.
Finally, after about 20 hours, I arrive home in Eugene, to find my wife, seated at the bar in the airport (that part isn't
unusual) having an animated conversation with three guys from Fresno (that part is). I sit down, kiss her hello, and the
three guys proceed to tell me what a wonderful woman Denise is, and could they buy me a beer. OK.
They are in town to attend the college football game tomorrow. The Oregon Ducks vs. the Fresno Whatevers.
Now, back at my humble keyboard, pipe and wine glass at my side, I contemplate travel, reality, and emotion. I have
experienced that long distance travel and jet lag brings out a more emotional side of me, good and bad. Waking up in
the dark in Germany and going to sleep in the dark in Oregon, all in the same day, is a unique and humbling thing, not to
be taken lightly, even though it is commonplace. Transporting your atoms thousands of kilometers through time and
space is no small feat.
All reality is experience.
Yet, there is no pool.
9/16/05
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Today
Today, February 7, 2004, some 37,000 feet above the continent of Greenland, in the “Expanded Tourist Class” of the
pressurized confines of United Airlines, traveling nonstop from Frankfurt to San Francisco, I witnessed an entirely two
dimensional re‐enactment of an extraordinary, yet fictional, Naval Battle, that took place in the vicinity of the Galapagos
Islands, way back in the Napoleonic Wars Times, between England (“God Save the Queen”) and France (“Allons
Enfants…”), as portrayed by Hollywood (al la What’s’sName Crowe), on a pivoting four by three inch color plasma
screen, attached to the bucking and swaying seat (“Life vest located below”) of the lucky fellow in front of me that
somehow got the legroom of a First Class Ticket for no extra price.
Seems on the over water legs of the 777’s, the Crew reserves, and during the flight occupies, a block of six adjoining
seats (two wide, three deep) along the starboard side, just behind the Business Class bulkhead, in the aforementioned
“Expanded Class”. The deal is, they unfurl a big sound/light proof gray curtain around those seats, so that the Crew can
crash in relative comfort, considering the “Expanded” and all, during the eleven plus hour flight. To make room for the
deployment of the curtain, they have to leave extra space behind the Six Seats. Thus, the lucky sod in the next row back
gets legroom up the wazoo. Even the Flight Attendants commented about it. And me just behind him. One row just
behind him.
Then Out the Window. There was Fucking Greenland: Leif Ericsson, Viking ancestors, (“Go Packers”), Glaciers, Courage,
Midnight Suns, Aurora Borealis, Bombers in the glacier… The Real Frozen Deal. Out the Window. I could see the cracks in
the ice below, but had no idea how big they really were.
The airplane‐window‐view, in all its Gestalt reality, was in reality only slightly physically larger ‐ four by three‐ish, and in
an annoyingly vertical format, rather than a more convenient horizontal ‐ than the plasma screen showing me the
fictionally embattled Galapagos. It was hard to tell which was more real, or should I say, surreal. Both were small,
removed, and at a very high speed and altitude, except in the case of the fictional historical Navy, which was at a very
low speed and latitude. The Flight Attendants didn’t care. They slept in their seats, and awoke refreshed and ready to
serve us candy bars and coffee, somewhere probably over Canada or even Washington State, Greenland yet again a
frequent forgotten frozen flyover.
2/8/04
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Stories
Story 1:
Man had this idea that God created the universe. That man's body sprang from the physical reality of the universe was
unquestioned, but from what, or how, the universe itself sprang into being was not clear. Thus, pre‐historic man created
God to explain the origin of the universe.
As time went on, man began to understand more and more of the nature and origin of the universe. As man's scientific
knowledge increased, man's need for God decreased. Yet, as time went on, man's mind, still hardwired to the primitive
idea that he had been created by a superior power, strove to better understand that power, whatever it was.
These driving forces shaped man's evolution over millions and millions, maybe billions of years. Ultimately, man’s
science could explain every detail of the universe, except one: what had come before? As man's mind began to
contemplate and learn from asking such questions, mankind began to transform into a thing capable of understanding
the answers.
Ultimately, man, or whatever mankind had become, grew to realize that It had the knowledge and understanding to
create the universe. And so It did. Thus, the question of the origin of the universe had been answered.
Story 2:
I started thinking about the universe as a four dimensional solid. One where the elements of time and space were fused
and locked into a rigid form. But why solid? Maybe it should be liquid. No, I think solid is the right way to think about it,
but I began to form an analogy to better understand what life in the "solid" would be like. So I went back to thinking
about a liquid.
More specifically, I imagined a vast ocean. Maybe that's all there is. Better yet, it's a vast ocean covered by an endless
sky. In this analogy, the water of the ocean represents our universe. That is, in this universe, all the stuff that can be
seen and touched and interacted with is water. Water. Water is the world. Water is the stars and the clouds and the
frogs and the sand in your shoes.
But in this vast ocean, there's stuff in the water. Bubbles. Lots of bubbles, slowly floating toward a surface some
indeterminate distance away. The bubbles don't just float, however. They can move around, too. The bubbles, in their
watery voyage "up", are free to move north, south, east, and west, but they cannot control their movements up or
down, that is, towards or away from the surface of the water. Their journey to the top, to the surface, is constant and
unstoppable. It can neither be sped up, nor slowed down. Like our journey through time.
Free to move, that means the bubbles have a conscience. They have self‐awareness. They can see themselves and
others, and know that, ultimately, each and every one of them will break the surface, and cease to exist. There's nothing
they can do to stop it. No bubble had ever come back, although there were rumors...
For the most part, the bubbles refrain from looking towards the surface, as it only reminds them of their ultimate
dissolution.
Another thing about these bubbles is that they cannot see inside themselves, nor can they see inside any others. The
bubbles are opaque. The bubbles know they exist, but they don't know what they are made of. Their personal interiors
are as mysterious as the water's distant surface.
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Among some of the bubbles, personal self‐discovery lead to a belief that their interiors were filled with some kind of
magical substance, a substance unique to each bubble, a substance that gives them life itself. Bubbles, they say, have
their surfaces made from water, and they may live their entire lives in water without bounds, but inside each of them is
something special. Something NOT water. Something personal, and, some even say, immortal. When they break the
surface, they imagine, their unique internal essence joins all the other bubbles in an eternal bubbly foam.
Other bubbles, in reply, state correctly that there is no proof of anything other than water. There can be nothing special
within bubbles, they say, because only water exists. Whatever is inside a bubble must be a manifestation of water, and
not some magical "stuff". The bubble's interiors must be as natural a part of their watery existence as, well, water.
The standoff, from the bubble's point of view, can never be resolved. They never can and never will know that once each
water bubble breaks the surface, the trapped air within rejoins an entire ocean of air. An infinite and endless ocean of
air. Nothing but air. Except for an occasional rain shower.
2/4/02
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Being Here
Chapter 1
Shakes on a Plane
My flight from EUG (Eugene) to SFO (San Francisco) was scheduled to depart at 10:30 AM Saturday. I got to the airport
about 9:15. I had printed out my boarding passes the day before, and had only carry‐on baggage, so there was no need
to visit the ticket counter or to check a bag. It was foggy, and flights had been delayed by these conditions in the past. I
had checked the flight departure status on‐line before leaving home, and everything was shown as being on time.
EUG is easy: it’s a small airport with short lines and friendly people. Passport and boarding pass inspected, I removed my
shoes, my jacket, and my computer from its bag in preparation for the Machines. Through the body scanner, I was
stopped and told I had neglected to remove my belt. A pat‐down of my waist area was indicated and performed by the
TSA guy. Deemed explosive free, I was released to re‐pack my stuff and prepare for the hours ahead.
Boarding was to be at gate 4, upstairs, where all the Untied flight departures are. I figured I had plenty of time to relax
and zone out (a good buzz was had at home in anticipation of weeks without) while awaiting my first flight. It was
scheduled to arrive at noon. My second flight (from SFO to FRA (Frankfurt)) wasn’t departing until 1:50 PM giving me, in
theory, almost two hours to shop for an Italian phrase book, or at least to have a beer before boarding time.
I sat in the upstairs lounge and decided to check the departure status again via my cell phone and the Internets. All was
A‐OK as far as Untied.com was concerned. I chilled. An Untied agent arrived at the previously empty counter at gate 4
and calmly announced that the outgoing flight was to be delayed. But not to worry, it would be delayed only 30 minutes
or so; still leaving me enough time to make my connection at SFO. None the less my anxiety level began to rise.
The next announcement was not so reassuring. Now the flight was going to be delayed by an hour. People who were
certainly going to miss their connections were being called to the counter one by one and given their options for
reassignments to later flights. I approached the counter without being called, inquiring about my tight connection to
FRA. Not to worry, I was told, go away, we’ll call you. Time passed. The plane that would be ours to SFO arrived and its
passengers deplaned. Further announcements were speculative as to our real departure time. On‐line, the Untied web
site still showed that our plane would depart on time, even though that time had since passed.
An hour later we were instructed to board the plane in anticipation of perhaps a slightly earlier than forecast late
departure. We got on, taxied, and sat in the plane at the end of the runway for more than 30 minutes. There was no
possible way I would make my flight connection without literally running from one end of the airport to the other.
Nothing could be done but sit and stew, trying to decide what my Plan B might entail, not excluding spending the night
at SFO.
We finally departed EUG almost two hours late. Then the screaming began. There was a young child, perhaps 2 or 3
years old, seated two rows ahead of me and across the aisle, crying at the top of its lungs. It would not be consoled. No
amount of attention or placation by the mom would slow or silence the screeching. We’re talking full tantrum mode
here. This was one unhappy child. Its arms and legs were thrashing and the poor people seated right by the little unit
were trying their best to deal with it.
The horrible piercing and unstoppable noise continued for the entire hour and a half long flight. Reading, relaxing, or
simply sitting in contemplation was not possible. Irritation at my soon to be missed connection, combined with the
unrelenting child, put me in a not‐too‐pleasant mood. Nothing could be done. I did have my noise cancelling head
phones with me, and they do a really good job of stopping the jet engine noise but a really bad job of stopping high
pitched, variable sound, like loud conversations or raving children. Mercifully, the ranting and thrashing would stop for a
minute or so, quickly to be resumed at increased decibels. It went on for what seemed like an eternity.
We arrived at SFO 5 minutes past the time my flight to FRA was scheduled to depart. Deplaning took forever with no
consideration given to those of us who might be able to make our connections if only all the people in front of us would
kindly sit and wait if they weren’t in a hurry. Finally off the plane, panting in the airport aisle, I checked the big departure
board for my outbound flight’s status. I was pleasantly surprised to see that it, too, was delayed by at least enough time
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for me to get there! No time to shop, drink, or think, and I still had to take a friggin’ bus to transfer to the International
Terminal.
I arrived at gate 94 to find hundreds of other expectant travelers queuing for something to happen. They were all upset
that our flight was being delayed, but I was ecstatic to not be spending untold hours in luxury airport surroundings. Not
only was the flight delayed, it was delayed by over an hour. All my fretting about missing the departure was now
replaced by having to wait some more.
I had paid extra for what was called “Economy Plus” seating, giving me earlier boarding privileges and a *slightly*
greater amount of leg room. I boarded the plane, found my aisle seat, stashed my bags in the overhead bin and got
ready for the hours long flight. A family of three, a mom and two kids, sat down beside me. They looked Jamaican or of
some dark skinned heritage. The little girl, perhaps 4 years old, sat in the seat directly to my right and was very
interested in everything I did. I tried to ignore her, not really wanting to have anything to do with children at this point.
She was, however, well behaved and not crying.
Once the in‐flight service began I medicated myself with a couple doses of red wine, put on my head phones and
attempted to relax. The little Jamaican girl was fidgety but she eventually settled down and went to sleep. She slept
curled up in her seat with her legs pointed in my direction and occasionally she would kick out, striking me in the thigh.
She was just trying to sleep but her feet were in almost constant contact with my leg for the whole 10 hours. I did not
sleep. I listened to the music and watched the movies and tried to avoid being a trans‐Atlantic asshole.
Upon arrival at FRA I had to find out about my final flight to TUR (Torino). With our departure delay out of SFO my
connection time had shrunk from hours to minutes, but I still had time. The only problem was where to go? No big flight
arrival/departure displays could be found anywhere. I approached the closest Untied counter where dozens had
gathered before me, but I could not get anybody to even acknowledge my existence long enough to just tell me where
to go to get more information. I stopped a uniformed, official looking young lady in the middle of the airport aisle and
asked to get directions to the closest information board. She just waved her hand at me, indicating she had no time for
lost Americans. Some other kinder gentler person directed me down the concourse where I finally found the board
showing the departing flights, and I saw that I had to go to departure zone “A”, which was beyond passport control via
several cryptically marked twists and turns.
I got to my gate with about 40 minutes to spare. All the while I had been lugging my luggage and my computer bag
through the airport. I had seriously over‐packed. (How many t‐shirts did I really need?) By now I was tired, sore, and
ready to stop moving at 500 mph. At FRA we had to take another friggin’ bus, this time to get to the plane. No handy jet
way here, dear friends. The bus stopped plane‐side on the tarmac and we all filed out. Even though I was sort of near
the front, I was one of the last passengers to drag my bags off the bus.
The plane was being boarded by both front and rear doors via two long stairs. I had taken off my jacket for traveling, and
wound up standing on the stairway in my shirtsleeves in the cold wind waiting for the congestion to ease ahead of me. I
went in through the back, thinking I was seated in the rear, but I was actually seated more toward the middle. Aboard
the plane the confusion was rampant. In the aisle people who had entered from the front were trying to get rearward,
and those of us who had entered from the back were trying to get forward. Airplane aisles are not meant for two‐way
traffic. Much pushing and shoving ensued. “Scusa.”
We took off right on time and ascended smoothly through the clouds. I looked out the window to see the beautiful snow
covered Alps below. The flight began to get bumpy, but it settled down long enough for the flight attendants to start
serving coffee and juices. Shortly after they began, however, they stopped abruptly, and the crew hustled to return the
service carts to the galley. I was one of the last people served.
Then we hit the real turbulence. I have flown on bumpy plane rides before. There was one time flying near Denver when
the pilot came on the intercom and announced that they were looking for “smoother air” and as he talked you could
hear the pitch of his voice go up and down with the plane’s every bounce. There was no pilot announcement this time,
just violent up, down and sideways jolting. The first few bounces were sort of interesting, but when things started flying
around the plane and people began screaming it got serious. Nothing could be done. The jet was moving hundreds of
feet in wrong directions with no warning or remedy. As I looked out the window to the jagged snow scape below, I had
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imagges of myself being splatte
ered against an Alp. The jolting,
j
lurchi ng and buckiing continued
d for what seeemed like an
n
etern
nity. I began feeling nausseous and grripped the se
eatback in froont of me w
with ever‐whitening knuckkles; trying to
o
remaain composed
d for my final moments, while at the same time atte mpting to ign
nore my morttality.
The p
plane did nott crash. The pilot
p
finally came on the intercom
i
andd apologized for what he characterized
d as “extreme
e
turbu
ulence”. The in‐flight serviice never did resume. We began our deecent to TUR
R and people started to settle down. No
o
one w
was injured, but
b everybody was really glad
g to get off that plane.
The ttaxi ride to th
he hotel was uneventful.
u
Chapter
C
2
Fee
eding Rahul
m hotel in To
orino mid‐afteernoon Sundaay. I took a sh
hort nap, both to settle my
y
I arrived at my
nerves from the turbulent plane ride aand to catch up on at leasst a little lost sleep without
further screw
wing up my already
a
upsett body clock by not tryingg to stay awaake as long as
possible and then going to
o bed for the night at the normal local time.
When I woke
e up a couple
e hours later I was hungry..
I took the ellevator down
n to the hoteel restaurant,,
located just off the rece
eption lobby on the main
n
estaurant waas closed. Soo I wandered
d
floor. The re
over to the other side of the lobbyy to the barr
ned in but no
obody was too be seen. No
o
wherre the TV was on and football was tun
eaterrs, no drinkerrs, no bartend
der, nothing but the TV. I sat at the ba r consideringg
my o
options. There
e was a menu
u posted on th
he placard byy the entrancee to the smalll
dinin
ng area with the
t TV, so I en
ntertained myself for a few
w moments bby going overr
and rreading the bar menu.
Minu
utes later, the
e bartender came
c
out from
m somewhere behind thee reception. H
He spoke English well enough for me to
o
order a beer: “Mo
oretti”; quite
e a bit lighter than my usu
ual Ninkasi Tootal Dominattion India Palle Ale, but th
he second one
e
wentt down easierr than the firsst. This would
d become my hotel‐bar beeer.
uck up a convversation with
h the bartend
der. “Nicola” was about 25
5
I stru
or 30
0, clean shavven and politee and alwayss with a smile. His English
h
was more
m
than goood enough for us to disccuss his life iin Italy and in
n
Torin
no; his educaation in the “services ind
dustry”, his h
having chosen
n
barte
ending over managementt; his girlfrieend, and his thoughts for
gettin
ng married, aand his desirre to open a place of hiss own sooner
rathe
er than later.
From
m the small baar menu I waas
o of my Ittalian favoritees, but Nicolla
conteemplating the prosciutto with fruit, one
suggeested instead
d the basic equivalent
e
exxcept from beef,
b
not porrk. OK, Nicolla
know
ws best. He disappeared baack into the deep
d
recessess behind the rreception only
to return a few minutes later with
w my Bresaaola. Mmmm, cured meatss.
Durin
ng the course of the following three
t
weeks we wouldd have man
ny
conversations at the
t bar over my Morettis. I told him ab
bout my job aand my homee, and he had
d a chance to ask questions
abou
ut what life was
w like in the good old USofA. He recommende
r
ed local restaaurants that specialized in really good
d
aperiitivos, he sugggested things to see, whe
en to go and how to get thhere, and beffore my final departure hee directed me
e
to the finest chocolate shop in town.
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It turnss out the hottel restaurantt is only open for breakfaast and lunch
h.
The hottel caters to large busineess meetings and can feeed them all at
lunch time, but for some reaso
on they can’tt seem to feed anyone at
n the morninngs, however,, the big breaakfast buffet is part of the
e
night. In
hotel de
eal, so everybbody comes d
down to the rrestaurant, m
making it noisy
y
and live
ely. They offeer everything from the usu
ual toast and
d cold and hot
cereal and
a good meeats and cheeeses and croisssants and baacon and eggs
and pan
ncakes, to freesh yogurt, ju
uices, fresh fru
uit, tea and ccoffee. I’m not
normally a breakfa st person, b
but as the trip wore on I found the
e
momen
nts of fruit annd coffee in tthe morning tto be a relaxiing ritual. The
e
waiter would bring my coffee aand hot milkk, I would filll a bowl with
h
yogurt and fruit annd sit, sip, aand watch tthe other ho
otel residents
meande
er in and out and go throu
ugh their own
n morning mo
otions.
One morning a nice Italian fam
mily came in: Mom, Dad an
nd Jr. They saat at the table right in fron
nt of me makking it difficult
not tto watch. Dad
d went to get food. Mom critiqued
c
his selections beefore, during, and after, an
nd Jr. sat there demanding
g
to usse the cell phone to play games
g
upon. The whole ep
pisode took oonly a few miinutes, yet I ggot the sensee that this was
just h
how they did it at home. Then
T
in came
e the well‐dre
essed Italian ccouple: man and woman, young, stylissh, handsome
e,
and w
well dressed. The gentlem
man was slim,, fit, suited, proper,
p
and g roomed, but his partner! I remember thinking I had
d
neveer seen a morre perfect wo
oman in my liife. There waas no single t hing outstanding about her, yet she w
was absolutely
y
gorgeeous. She was trim and he
ealthy; she haad long dark hair,
h
she had on a tight fittting black dress, not too rrevealing; and
d
sensiible shoes, if heels can be
e sensible. Sh
he walked aro
ound the bufffet gatheringg food. I could not help but look, while
e
tryingg not to stare
e. All Italian women
w
have a certain con
nfident style tthat exudes aattractivenesss: they could be sixteen or
sixty,, short or tall,, fat or thin; they
t
all have a regal air about them, likee sexy Disneyy princesses.
My fiirst Monday in
i town happened to be a national religgious holiday : Epiphany,
or so
omething equ
ually Catholic.. After breakffast I took advantage of thhe free day
to exxit the hotel stage
s
left and
d head towarrds the river Po. It was a nice sunny
day. I took photoss along the rivver’s edge. Th
here were larrge old brick bbuildings of
questionable purpose, all festtooned with graffiti, linin
ng the west sside of the
riverbank. Crews were scullin
ng in the waater, dogs were
w
being w
walked and
peop
ple were enjo
oying the day. Off in the distance
d
snow
w covered Alpps could be
seen poking into the
t January sky.
I mett Rahul later that afterno
oon in the ho
otel lobby. Eaarlier in the dday, via cell phone, we h
had arranged to meet and
d
discu
uss our upcom
ming technicaal event. Rah
hul is from Pu
une, India. H e looks abou
ut 30, is gettiing a little pu
udgy, and is a
strictt Hindu in terms of diet an
nd lifestyle. He’s married with
w a young sson and anotther child on tthe way (upd
date: daughter
born in Feb.) Upo
on first meetiing he seeme
ed nice and intelligent an d well‐spoken enough to deal with Th
he Customer’s
unen
nding demand
ds. Besides, he
h had been to
t Napoli justt a few monthhs earlier to p
perform a sim
milar task, so maybe it was
him tthat needed to be concerned about me. He did havve an unluckyy tendency to
o lose or breaak or forget tthings. His cell
phon
ne clock didn’’t set properlly upon his arrrival, but he didn’t noticee; I had to sh
how him my p
pocket watch
h to prove the
e
correect time to him. His luggaage had been damaged en
n route by thhe airlines, hee had forgottten to bring ggloves for the
e
cold, he broke a shoelace
s
the first day and was quite co
oncerned aboout it, and hee forgot to brring the poweer cord for his
comp
puter, requiriing he borrow
w mine or somebody else’s for a coupple hours each
h day to rech
harge its batttery. He never
had a pen or the right change and he kept having trouble with his ID
D card at the llittle security card reader//turnstile gate
e
that yyou had to paass through to get into and
d out of The Customer’s
C
faacility.
d coordinatorr, Davide (pro
onounced “Daah‐vee‐day”) had requesteed that we bee ready to get picked up at
Our llocal host and
the h
hotel at 8:30 Tuesday
T
morrning. He mett us in front of
o the hotel riight on time iin the pre‐dawn light and we drove the
e
five o
or six miles through the city to The Cu
ustomer’s location, parkingg a good km.. from the vissitor entrancee. All the way
y
alongg the drive his little GPS navigator
n
thin
ngy was direccting him to ““take the firsst left” or “go
o straight for 600 meters””,
but o
of course all in Italian. For the first few days when we
w drove from
m the hotel to the office h
he tried differrent routes to
o
find tthe one with the least trafffic, basically ignoring the robotic, femaale Italian navvigator’s adviice. But he keept her turned
d
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on. A
After a few tries we had established a good
g
route and followed it every day b
but he still leeft her on. Hee continued to
o
leavee this little voice turned on
n for our entirre three weekks. "A duecennto metri, svo
oltare a destraa".
our second morning going to the office
e we were insstructed to geet picked up across the sttreet on the corner by the
e
On o
main
n train station
n. Each morniing after breaakfast Rahul and
a I would m
meet in the lo
obby and pro
omptly at 7:5
50 embark out
from the hotel an
nd across Corso Vittorio Emanuele,
E
do
odging bussess, trams, garbage trucks, bicycles and scooters and
d
peop
ple dragging themselves
t
and
a their lugggage to and from
f
the traiin station. Th
here on the ““Company Co
orner” Davide
e
woulld pull up in his
h white Audi, Rahul and I would stash our computeer bags in thee hatchback, cclimb in, Rahul in the front
seat, and off we’d
d go. On our first
f
morning waiting at th
he corner it w
was completeely dark outsid
de at 7:50. Byy the time we
e
weree leaving Italyy three weekss later it was noticeably brrighter at 7:5 0, the days b
beginning to gget longer aftter the Winter
Solstice. I pointed
d this out to Rahul
R
who looked unimprressed. I guesss the days do
on’t get that much longerr or shorter in
n
Indiaa.
t actually reaach the emplloyee entrancce. This involvved crossing a
Oncee we were parked we still had to walk a few blocks to
busy street and the
t tracks of the local tram line. As we
w crossed thhe street Davvide implored
d us to watch
h out because
e
driveers here do no
ot particularly care about pedestrian safety. Right oof way does n
not belong to
o the skinny aand fleshy but
to th
he heavy and steeled. Thaat is, except for
f the wome
en. Davide w ould always wait until a w
woman was aattempting to
o
crosss the street and cross rightt behind her when she did
d. “Follow thee women”, hee would say. We survived these transits
because although traffic would
d not stop forr men it would
d stop for woomen. Go figu
ure.
The w
work life at the
t office waas regulated but relaxed. We had ourr job to do and we did it in a large, u
un‐partitioned
d
secon
nd floor room
m filled with computers, screens,
s
mice
e, notebooks , cell phoness, and twentyy other people doing their
jobs, who, exceptt for the 6 of us (the three
e of us were joined
j
by twoo “Marcos” and an “Emilio
o”) had nothiing to do with
h
a way. There was a halllway and a big bank of w indows to th
he right of wh
here I had my workstation
n
us orr our job in any
setup
p at the end of one of the
e work tabless. I could see across the hhallway through the windo
ows and out onto the gray
y
roofss of the facto
ory. People walked back an
nd forth alon
ng this hallwaay all day longg. Davide had
d told me to watch for the
e
girls because “You
u have to look, don’t you??” And indeed
d you could h ear them com
ming; high heeels clicking against the tile
e
econds before
e you had to look
l
up and ssee who she w
was.
floorr could be heaard several se
Soon
ner or later att some point in the morning either Maarco R. or Daavide would h
hold up a smaall blue key aand wave it in
n
our general di rection (me and Rahul).. This was tthe signal for
cofffee: espressoo; macchiato; lovingly breewed and disp
pensed by the
e
ven
nding machinne down that same hallway. There weree actually two
o
banks of machiines; one jusst down the hall, and ano
other out and
d
acrross the opeen‐air courtyaard to the o
other side of the building
g.
De
epending upoon the coffee machine traaffic we would choose one
e
or the other; hhowever, the key to the w
whole experience was the
e
u use to pay the espresso
o
keyy. The small blue key is tthe thing you
maachine. You ttake the keyy and insert it into a small “pay box”
devvice quite appart from thee vending maachines. Into
o this pay box
you put your E uros which ssomehow “ch
harge up” thee key giving it
financial value. This key is u
used at the veending machine instead of
o
anyy coinage andd the cost of goods purchased is deducted from the
e
keyy’s balance. There was only one off these pay box devicess,
loccated at the faarther venue.
The m
macchiato fro
om the machine is vended
d into a small plastic cup aaccompanied by a small plastic stirrer sstick. First the
e
milk and sugar arre dispensed and then the
e shot of esp
presso is addeed. A faint, h
high‐pitched b
beep indicatees the brew is
comp
plete. You have to stir the
e layer of sugar at the bottom quite weell to get it dissolved. With the milk an
nd coffee fully
y
serveed the cup is still barely half full. For a normal Ame
erican coffee drinker this w
would be onee big gulp, bu
ut not in Italy
y.
Heree it is savored
d; sip by tiny sip, draggingg out the exp
perience for as long as po
ossible; enjoyying it literallly “to the last
drop”, and more. When the cu
up is empty there’s still a little foam froom the milk aand some esp
presso particles clinging to
o
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the in
nside of the cup
c so you usse the stir sticck to scrape th
he remains o ut of the cup
p and you suckk the stir stickk dry. You can
n
get several good scoops
s
of esp
presso residue
e with that stick before thee cup is truly finished.
Italiaan espresso iss widely imitated througho
out the world but rarely if ever duplicatted. There is ssomething ab
bout it in Italy
y.
It’s m
more than a simple
s
drink. It’s more thaan a hot beverage enjoyeed in tiny, alm
most ridiculou
usly small do
oses. It’s more
e
than something available from
m shops on evvery block and
d corner and in every restaurant and b
bar (“bar” means a place to
o
get eespresso). It’ss like a religio
on. In Italy life
e without esp
presso would be unlivablee, if not wholly unthinkablee. It’s a ritual.
The p
proverbial “w
water cooler” conversation
ns take place at the espre sso vending machine. It’s social. It givees you reason
n
to move around, talk, and thin
nk of things aside
a
from yo
our job, for a few brief mo
oments. It’s n
not coffee. It’s more, much
h
much
h more…
The sstuff vended from these machines
m
is better than an
nything you c an get in anyy restaurant in Eugene, I’lll tell you thatt.
Conssider your normal cup of American
A
cofffee. Probably not too ba d, so you thiink. Now con
nsider a reallyy good cup of
o
coffeee from some
e well‐known restaurant or
o coffee shop somewheree where you think to you
urself “This is a really good
d
cup o
of coffee.” Th
he worst Italiaan espresso iss going to be better than thhat.
Real espresso, reaal macchiato,, like the cup
p I got from the Café Le G
Grande, locateed just up the street from
m our hotel, is
even more wonde
erful. It starts with the sme
ell. The moment you ente r the café you
u are assaulteed by the steaamy breath of
o
fresh
h roasted beans. Then the sounds: the whacking
w
and
d bashing to rremove used grounds from
m the metal b
basket and get
them
m into the waaste bin, the slap
s
and engage of a freshly loaded baasket under and into the dials and tub
bes, the slow
w,
nto the smalll white cups, the clinks and
leverred whoosh of
o steam through the pipess and the finaal bubbly drizzzle of liquid in
d
clatteer of the cupss being served on the counter and the tinny ticks off the spoon as it stirs all th
he goodness ttogether. And
d
the ssights: the esp
presso machine itself is bigg and highly polished
p
withh colorful emb
blems declariing its heritagge and powerr,
the sserving counter is freshly cleaned
c
glass beneath which are rows aand rows of ssweet goodies: pastries, ro
olls, cakes and
d
chocolates; filled, iced, sprinkled, powde
ered and arrranged in moouthwateringg displays off indulgence,, a delightfu
ul
selecction of sweetts to go with the taste of that
t
espresso.
hard to describe the sensattion of drinking such ambrrosia. You thi nk you’re havving coffee but it does nott look or taste
e
It’s h
like aany coffee yo
ou’ve ever had
d: the color iss dark, almosst black; the fflavor is rich, thick, sweet, chocolaty, m
milky, complex
like a fine wine; the
t white foaam or crema atop each cu
up is refined, subtle, yet n
necessary. Yo
ou cradle the fragile cup in
n
your hand, warm and only halff full, and brin
ng the liquid to
t your lips, ssmelling, listeening, lookingg and finally d
drinking, more
e
like ttesting, each tiny dose becoming more
e flavorful thaan the last. PPeople may ccome and go around you but you don’t
see them, you are
e enchanted in an enchantted land, driftting into men tal spaces yo
ou had never b
been to before or had long
g
sincee forgotten.
At th
he airport caafé on my laast Saturday morning, getting ready tto depart Itaaly after threee weeks of drinking this
wond
derful stuff, I mistakenly ordered
o
a “Café American
no” with whicch to wash d
down my crussty croissant. I watched as
the b
barista brewe
ed up a perfecctly good cup
p of espresso, poured it intto a larger cu
up, and added
d a good dosee of hot water
to thin it out! Ame
ericano indee
ed.
Italiaan food is also
o world renow
wned. I anticiipated many a good meal during my sttay, so when lunchtime arrrived our firsst
day aat the office I was surprise
ed when David
de and Marco
o R. asked us what we wan
nted from thee carry‐out. TThey would go
o
get o
our food and bring it back. Sandwiches seemed to be
e the menu ggenre and theey mentioned hamburgers so I asked for
one of those. Wo
orst. Hamburger. Ever. I’m
m not sure off the meat’s source, maybe it got closse to a cow once, but the
e
hockey pu
uck like burge
er was overco
ooked and dryy, no cheese,, no mustard,, no pickles, n
no anything; a
bad burge
er in a dry bun
n. I took one maybe two bbites before I thought bettter of it. I politely wrapped
d
it back up
p and gently placed
p
it backk in the bag iit came in with the also in
nedible side o
of soggy‐friess.
Things had
d to get bette
er.
On our se
econd day we braved the
e outdoors a nd walked a few blocks across the trracks to what
would beccome a more or less frequ
uent lunch ve nue: I Soliti A
Amici or “Thee Usual Friend
ds”. This place
e
advertisess pizza and so
o with some help to trannslate the Italian contentss of the pies listed on the
e
menu I tried
t
one: Fu
unghi (pomo
od. passato, mozzarella, funghi, olio). Davide went with the
e
3
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Marggherita pizza (pomod. passsato, mozzaarella, olio, basilico). He l oves his mozzarella. (I’m
m told the beest mozzarella
a
comees from the water
w
buffalo
o “Mozzarellaa di Bufala”. It
I is slightly ssofter than w
what I’m used
d to, almost ccreamy in the
e
midd
dle and very liight in taste.) Rahul had paasta with pessto. As the da ys went on I tried other ittems off the m
menu at I Soltti
Amicci and one I liked enough
h to have more than once was the ppizza Diavolaa (pom. passsato, mozzareella, salamino
o
piccaante, olio). On
ne day Rahul ordered an “A
American Pizza”. It had to mato sauce, cheese, and FFrench fries o
on the top.
Rahu
ul would not normally
n
orde
er anything with
w meat. He
e described laater that he ccould actuallyy eat certain kkinds of meatt;
speciifically chicke
en, lamb or mutton;
m
but only
o
on certaain days of thhe week, exccept for religious holidayss, when there
e
could
d be no meatt at all. All du
uring our trip
p whenever he
h was unsurre of the meaat’s source he would declline entirely. I
neveer did quite un
nderstand all his food rules and regulattions.
I Soliti Amici is live
ely and hopping at lunchtime. People from
f
The Cusstomer’s officce and from the surrounding apartment
build
dings frequent this place. Lunch is quick and cheap at about 10 Euros, unlesss you want a beer which aadds a couple
e
Euros more. It hass two floors, each crowded with large and
a small dinning tables. Th
he pizza kitch
hen is just off to the side of
o
the ffirst floor dining room and
d the counter by the entrance always hhas a line of saatisfied patro
ons waiting to
o pay, the line
e
someetimes stretching up the adjacent staiirway. Acrosss from the reegister there is a large aq
quarium with
h guppies and
d
goldffish. At the bottom
b
of the
e fish tank, among other things,
t
is a s mall model V
Volkswagen b
beetle made of ceramic or
someething waterp
proof, about six inches lon
ng, with open
n windows to allow swim‐tthrough. Two
o of the larger goldfish had
d
taken
n up residence in this bug and happilly occupied the
t driver’s aand passengeer’s seats, comfortably loo
oking out the
e
wind
dows at the re
est of the hum
man and fish traffic.
t
Those fish were in that bug every day we passsed by.
One lunch time I looked over at
a the table beside
b
to me to see a wom
man and her husband and
d her little do
oggie enjoying
g
their repast. The small
s
Spaniel type dog wass quietly sittin
ng at its mastter’s feet waiting for her h
handouts. Ano
other time we
e
weree going to eatt with a whole
e group of Cu
ustomer/Com
mpany peoplee, none of whom we (Rahu
ul or I) had prreviously mett.
This w
was on a dayy where we were
w
being chaauffeured aro
ound by Marcco R.; Davide was out on aanother assignment. As we
e
weree walking into
o the restauraant Marco got a call from his wife tellinng him he had
d accidently ttaken with him the keys to
o
her ccar. He had to
o immediatelyy drive home and give her back her keyys. So there Rahul and I satt in the midstt of a group of
o
14, n
neither of us knowing
k
anyo
one else at the table nor kn
nowing enou gh Italian to ttalk with them
m even if we did. I ordered
d
a Diaavola. Most of
o them had salads. At ye
et another lunch we dinedd with a fello
ow who had recently travveled with his
backpack through
h India. He told of going to
o shrines in to
owns that Rahhul had never seen. Rahul was amazed
d that this guy
y
got aaround India all
a by himself and that he saw
s so many places Rahul had only heaard about.
w all went out with Emilio for lunch, he drove. H
He took us to
o what lookeed like a large
e
Our third day at the office we
suburban style sh
hopping mall filled with retail shops, clothes, shooes, electron
nics, and a fo
ood court. R
Really, Emilio?
Cafetteria style paasta, pizza, sodas,
s
bottle
ed water, etcc. set in a luuxurious sho
opping mall aambiance overlooking the
e
Rahul was haappy becausee he could gett no meat just
children’s playgro
ound. I got some kind of pasta and a piece of cake. R
by lo
ooking and did
dn’t have to ask
a about it. Davide had a big slab of m
mozzarella. I didn’t ever quite get why we went to a
mall for lunch butt I guess Emilio likes the mall. I decided that I would not do that aagain regardleess of Emilio, and I didn’t.
Afterr a few days in town I beggan to have a problem: co
onstipation. M
More than yo
ou probably w
want to know
w, but a lot of
o
food was going in and preciouss little was co
oming back ou
ut. I realized tthat I could n
not keep putting things in there without
somee reciprocal downstream
d
action so I began
b
to bacck off my eaating, sometim
mes skippingg lunch altogether. Denise
e
suggeested I try more
m
greens, salads and su
uch, so the next
n
time at I Solti Amici I ordered fro
om the salad menu: Greca
a
(Verd
de, feta, cipollla, pomodorii, olive) but it didn’t help.
Serveed with the salad, and justt about everyything else fo
or that matterr, were
the u
ubiquitous Itaalian bread sticks
s
or “grisssini”. At resttaurants and at the
hotel bar these came
c
in little single servin
ng foil wrapp
pers with fivee or six
thin, crispy sticks in each one. I love those things.
t
I comm
mented to Maarco R.
how much I liked them and he
e asked if I haad ever had th
hem fresh froom the
bakery. No I had not.
n So the fo
ollowing morn
ning Marco R.
R showed up with a
big b
bag full of two differentt kinds of frresh baked grissini,
g
not shrink‐
wrap
pped or proce
essed, but re
eal and true breadsticks. These
T
grissinni were
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much
h bigger longger and fatterr than the packaged restaurant varietyy, but they w
were just as crispy as the tthin ones, no
ot
soggyy, not brittle,, just right. One
O type was more or lesss neutral flavoored and thee other had a hint of garlicc. Throughout
the ccourse of the
e morning an
nd into and past lunchtim
me we muncched and nibbled our way through th
he entire bag
g.
Consstipation or no
ot these babies were goingg to get eaten
n.
Occasionally, Marrco R. would bring some chocolates intto the office ffor us. Torino
o is well know
wn for its choccolates. Some
e
consider To rino the choccolate capitol of the world
d. In fact each
h
year about tthis time theey have the an
nnual Torino “Cioccolatto”
or chocolatee festival.
While Rahu l and I were touring the ccity on Saturd
day afternoon
n
we walked bby many largee and invitingg shops each with delicious
looking choocolates and chocolate co
overed goodss. Large bricks
y
of chocolatee from placess like Java and Ecuador weere on display
in the windoows along with perfectly created littlee bombs, bon‐
bons, caram
mels and cand
dy.
Both Rahul and I knew
k
that we
e needed to buy
b some cho
ocolates to br ing back hom
me. With a
pleth
hora of option
ns to choose from and witth the languaage barrier annd all it was d
difficult to
know
w where to go or what to
o buy. On myy last night in
n town, Fridayy, I went dow
wn to the
hotel bar and askked Nicola if he
h could reco
ommend a plaace for chocoolate shoppin
ng. Yes he
could
d: a place jusst a couple blocks
b
away called
c
“Gerto
osio”. I foundd it easily enough and
walked in to a cho
ocolate heave
en.
The sshelves up on the walls were
w
stacked
d with boxes of goodies, and individual goodies w
were on displaay below and
d
withiin the glass counters
c
circling the shop
p floor. As I approached
a
tthe young lady minding tthe store to inquire about
purchasing som
mething it qu
uickly becamee clear she d
did not speak
woman in th
he shop who
o
English; howevver there waas another w
offfered to helpp translate iff needed. I ggot across th
he idea that I
waanted to buy a box of chocolates. Thee only questiion remaining
g
waas how muchh to spend. FFrom the sevveral differen
nt sized boxes
dissplayed up oon the shelvees, I chose a box one size below the
e
larrgest withoutt ever lookin
ng inside to ssee what waas in there. It
tottaled about $$75. Once I ggot it home and actually opened it up
p
the
ere were reevealed almo
ost 100 asso
orted piecess, individually
y
wrrapped and packaged aand each on
ne filled witth something
g
wo
onderful. Beli eve it or nott the chocolattes lasted at home almost
two weeks desspite the sam
mpling by Den
nise’s friend Joy who took
one every chan ce she got. W
Who could blaame her?
Our w
work days en
nded at aboutt 19:00. Depe
ending upon traffic we goot back to our hotel at aro
ound 19:30. O
On Fridays we
e
woulld stop at Davvide’s son’s (Fabio) apartm
ment and picck him up so he could go home with his father for the weekend
d.
Fabio
o was attending the local university, sttudying to be
ecome a docttor. Final exam
ms were com
ming up soon.. He lived in a
part of town which, accordingg to Davide, harbored a lot of prostituutes. When w
we drove thrrough to pickk up Fabio we
e
didn’’t see any.
David
de and his wife lived in a house
h
an hou
ur’s drive out of town in a small village going toward
ds the Alps. H
He told us that
he had never live
ed anywhere else in his life. His paren
nts had lived there, he haad been born
n there, he w
went to schoo
ol
theree, he met his wife there, he
h got marrie
ed there, theyy had their soon there, and
d he and his wife still lived
d there, mere
e
meteers away from
m where he grew up. He was
w also very proud of his new solar panels. In the eevening David
de would drop
p
us offf a block or so
s from the hotel
h
on the main
m
street to
o the right sidde in a bus laane (not at th
he “Companyy Corner”) this
beingg the most trraffic‐friendlyy spot going in the right direction
d
for Davide. We would say our goodbyes,, hop out fast
avoid
ding oncomin
ng busses and
d taxis, collecct our bags from the hatcchback, closee it, I would rrap on the baack window a
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coup
ple times to in
ndicate we were
w
OK and off
o Davide wo
ould go with his electroniic navigator’ss voice towarrd the distantt,
snow
w‐capped mou
untains of hiss youth.
m the bus lane
e we had to cross the Corrso, followingg the women through the traffic, to geet back to our hotel. There
e
From
Rahu
ul would dism
miss himself and
a stay outside to go and
d have a smooke. He was a closet smokker in India, aat least to his
wife.. He told us that at his office in Pune, where
w
his wiffe also happeens to work ju
ust cubicles aaway from him
m, after lunch
h
he goes outside and shares a cigarette with
w
a couple
e other colleeagues beforre returning back to his desk. Fearing
g
detecction by his wife
w he eats mints
m
by the handful
h
and has a pack reaady in his pockket at all timees.
When our daay was over, I still had worrk to do at thee hotel. My reeal job was going on in the
e
US and I had
d e‐mail to re
ead and issuees to respond
d to. By the ttime all that w
was finished I
had no time or energy to go out and fiind somethin
ng gourmet so
o most of thee three week’s
dinners were
e taken at th
he hotel bar. On my second night there I went back to my first
night’s first choice
c
of foo
od: prosciuttoo and fruit. N
Nicola was n
not there so I struggled to
o
communicate
e
with
the
non‐EEnglish‐speakking
bartender ass to what my fruit optionss were. I wan
nted
melon, perhaaps cantaloup
pe. I got kiwii. The next niight
it was dinner at the bar again. Once more I ordeered
m
which I came to reaalize much laater
off the bar menu
not designed to be an actual meal men
nu but to be an
a appetizer menu, intend
ded
was n
for a group of people to order from and enjoy
e
while drinking moree beer. I ordeered
the ssmoked salmo
on and butterr. I thought, there
t
has to be
b more to thhis than is staated
on th
he menu, but no: fish and butter. Thankk god for grisssini.
Eventuaally I sampled
d almost all thhe items off the bar menu. One memorrable dish was
the Insaalata Caprese
e made of slicced fresh tom
matoes, mozzzarella, basil, salt and olive
e
oil. I maake this at home sometimees.
On one of my constipated “salad”” days I asked
d Nicola if I co
ould get a greeen vegetable
e
salad; something thaat was not onn the menu. SSure. He came back a few minutes later
with a huge
h
bowl off veg, most off which was jjust slivers off carrots. I likke carrots, but
not with
hout more vaariety to comppliment the flavor.
For m
my last meal in town, on a Thursday evening, the
e bartender ((again not Niicola) brough
ht out the ap
peritivos. Free
e
appeetizers consistting of things like chips, pe
eanuts, olivess, and little brread corners topped with thin slices off ham or some
e
cream
m cheese and a few morsels of caviarr. Each new beer meant that you would get anoth
her small dissh of assorted
d
good
dies. This was more like it: free food.
e
Insteadd of having tto avoid the meat on the menu at the
hotel, Rahul had go
one out to fin
nd the local In
ndian fare. He
e
reporteed to us several days intto our assignment that he
e
had disscovered an “Indian” resttaurant run b
by a Pakistani.
Not onnly that, the restaurant prroudly displayed a map of
o
the Kaashmir region
n and how itt was properly owned by
y
Pakistaan! He was ou
utraged. How
w could a Pakistani have an
n
Indian restaurant and claim own
nership of Kashmir and get
away w
with it?! Both
h Davide and
d I tried to eexplain to him
m
that noobody in To
orino cared o
one bit abou
ut Kashmir or
whetheer the guy w
was Pakistan
ni or not, theey just cared
d
about the food. Ass it turned out Rahul wen
nt back there
e
severa l times, strikking up a so
ort of friendsship with the
e
owner,, and ultimateely getting sp
pecial treatmeent and menu
u
optionss. Maybe peaace is possiblee after all, thrrough food.
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By th
he end of ourr first week, Friday, we were
w
ready to relax with att least a
beer at someplace other than the hotel. I wasn’t
w
that hungry so we decided
to go
o to a local pub
p just down
n the street: The Huntsman. Advertiseed as an
English pub, theyy had a reassonably good
d selection of
o English annd other
draugght beers and
d a rather Am
mericanized menu
m
with burgers and succh along
with the typical Italian
I
fare of
o pasta and pizza. We saat at the bar right in
frontt of the beer taps and eacch got our beer of choice. This led to a lengthy
discu
ussion of our local beerr culture in Eugene and
d the corres ponding
drinkking culture (aat least for men) in India.
Rahu
ul wanted som
me French frries. We sat there
t
at the bar, talking w
while he
ate. He told of hiis life in Indiaa, his job, hiss wife and ch
hild, his relat ives, his
familly history, hiss upbringing and
a a little off his daily life and religiouss rituals and p
practices. I deescribed my life in Eugene
e;
how I like to cookk and eat, takke photos, and
d where I had
d travelled too; about how I had lived in
n Japan, how I had been to
o
Indiaa twenty yearrs ago and ho
ow much it had probably changed by nnow. Rahul agreed that yees, it had ind
deed changed
d.
One beer led to another and our spirits werre lifted by th
he spirits. We both felt finee a couple beeers later and by then I was
readyy to sleep.
ekend in tow
wn Rahul and
d I decided tto tour aroun
nd the city ccenter and seee all the old
d
The Saturday of our first wee
build
dings, monum
ments, and pllazas, and to window sho
op
and be amazed by
b all the stufff. We spent the afternoo
on
walking, gawking, photoing and enjoying th
he ambiance of
o
this tthousand yeaar old place. There
T
were pedestrian‐only
streeets filled with
w
shoppe
ers, dog waalkers, stree
et
musicians, tourissts, bikers, children
c
and parents. We
W
strollled aimlessly for miles in a large circle and I basically
knew
w where we were with relation
r
to th
he hotel at all
a
timess, however, when a little
e lady stoppe
ed me on th
he
streeet corner and
d asked where the Porta Nuova was, I
could
d only shrug in ignorance. It turned ou
ut to be just a
few b
blocks fartherr on.
ddle of a broaad intersectioon. It had giaant green nud
de bathers fro
olicking in the
e
We came upon a large fountaain in the mid
poolss and spray. The
T traffic drrove right by it and you haad to dodge ccars to get clo
ose to the monument. So
omewhat later
we came across another
a
not so obvious mo
onument, at least
l
not to R
Rahul. A 20’ d
diameter circlle had been ccreated out of
o
small tiles on the ground out at
a one end off a large park.. Big Roman nnumerals mad
de from moree tiles were p
placed around
d
the ccircumference
e, facing radiaally inward to
oward the circle’s center, w
wherein therre stood a verrtically mounted triangular
struccture, perhap
ps 6 or more feet tall, pointing north. I immediatelyy understood
d that this waas a large sundial. Being a
cloud
dy day, however, made it difficult
d
for me
m to demonsstrate its funcctioning to Raahul, since thee gnomon cast no shadow
w.
I cou
uld not believe that he had
d never heard
d of a sundiall before nor ccould he fullyy grasp how iit worked. We finished our
walk and I came back
b
to the hotel
h
and deccided to take a break for a few hours aand to meet back up again
n for dinner. I
napp
ped.
et in the lobbby at 20:00. Nicola had rrecommendeed a place for
We me
dinner just past thee Huntsman ccalled the “Arrea Café”. This was a small
wine bar
b located ddown the Co
orso and around the corner from the
e
Huntsm
man, and waas recommeended becau
use of its eextensive and
d
deliciou
us aperitivo oofferings. Rahul and I gott there in tim
me to find an
n
empty table in the back dining room. On ou
ur way througgh we walked
d
past multiple servinng tables set out with food. It looked
d and smelled
d
wonderful. We eacch ordered a glass of wine. I inquireed about the
e
aperitivvos and how it worked at this café. Th
he nice waitreess told me in
n
Italian that you paidd 10 Euros att the bar and
d from there it was all you
u
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could
d eat. That so
ounded like a good plan. Rahul
R
was nott so sure, nott wanting to accidently eaat any meat. I wasn’t going
g
to lett that stop me.
pproach for the
t food you have to give your hand oover to the seerver who staamps the bacck with a little
e
When you first ap
inked
d rubber stam
mp which identifies you as having paaid and allow
ws you to
comee back for mo
ore. I loaded up my plate with lots of unidentified
u
l ittle tasty
bits aand came bacck to the table. It was all good,
g
mostlyy vegetarian, but there
weree some sausaages and meatballs for th
he non‐meatt‐fearing. I hiit upon a
stuffeed tomato th
hat was simp
ple and delicious; filled with cheese annd herbs,
topped with spicces and bread crumbs. Pe
erhaps the most
m
flavorfuul tomato
ever.. I had to gett Rahul to tryy one. Normally I would have been favvoring the
meatt dishes, bein
ng a healthyy carnivore, but
b these veggies were sso good I
didn’’t really care about the sausages. Rahu
ul loved the tomato. I ordeered up a
secon
nd glass of wine at the cou
unter and went back for th
hirds on the ffood.
We ssat and drankk our wines an
nd I ate aperittivos. This kin
nd of food is rreally good, b
but not filling in the way I’m used to. All
thosee appetizers worked
w
up my
m appetite. As
A we sat therre the place bbegan to fill u
up. Soon it waas standing ro
oom only. We
e
had aarrived relativvely early by Italian diningg standards: before
b
22:00. After midnigght or so I’m ttold these plaaces really get
goingg, so much so
o that you can
n’t get in at likke 1:30. We talked more aand within an hour we werre feeling finee. We finished
d
our w
wines and lefft the café bu
ut I still had the
t inclination
n to go someeplace else fo
or a possible final snack and certainly a
nighttcap.
I had read in some on‐line
e reviews abbout a pub down the streeet in the other direction
n:
Murphy’s
M
Six Nations Pub. We found itt easily enouggh; in fact I h
had actually w
walked past it
on
o my first daay in town going to the rriver. It adveertises itself aas an Irish Pu
ub but all the
e
waiters
w
wear kilts. They haad good beerr on tap and more in botttles and a meenu more like
e
you might exp
pect from an Irish/Scottishh/English/Am
merican/Italian place. Theyy had burgers
ork loin
and fries and more exotic offerings likee ribs and po
ro
oast. We eaach got a be
eer and I foound some kkind of
saandwich thing on the men
nu which turrned out to b
be more
like a quesadilla. The place was crowdedd and noisy. C
Couples
and groups sat eating,
e
drinking and talking all aroun
nd us and innto the distaant and
s at the baar in the reaar dining roo
om. We
perhaps even upstairs dining room. We sat
finish
hed our beerss probably ab
bout 0:00. It was
w time for bed.
b
On SSunday I walked around the
t city by myself,
m
basking in the unnusually sunn
ny and warm
m day. Everyb
body was out
enjoyying the Janu
uary weatherr and people watching was at its fineest. I took an
n even longerr walk than I had the day
y
before. At lunchtime folks werre eating both
h inside and outside
o
in croowded restau
urants and caffes all over th
he city centerr.
It waas very invitin
ng and I checkked out a few
w menus in th
he windows, but eating byy myself in a crowded restaurant is not
my id
dea of relaxed dining. So I strolled on unfulfilled
u
and
d hungry. I w
wound up bacck at the Hunttsman. I sat aat the bar and
d
watcched the local footbal match on the bigg screen TV hung on the w
wall off to thee side. I orderred a beer an
nd some pasta
a
carbo
onara. Severaal men in singgles or groups of two or three were thhere to watch
h the game, sitting at the ttables right in
n
frontt of the scree
en. Some were eating, all were
w
drinkingg. The restaurrant bartendeers and waiteers were also watching the
e
gamee, standing orr leaning on the
t bar adjacent to or across from me.. I was trying to eat while they were trrying to watch
h
the ggame over myy shoulder. The
T match ended in a tie. The men leftt shortly afterwards. The w
waiters wentt back to their
statio
ons. I went baack to the hottel.
de had worke
ed with Rahull several mon
nths before in
n Napoli. Wheen he heard that Rahul waas coming to TTorino he told
d
David
his faamily, including his son Fabio. A couple
e days into ou
ur assignmentt Davide askeed Rahul if he would be willing to go out
to dinner with him
m, his son, an
nd a friend of his son’s who
o wished to ppractice her H
Hindi. Rahul h
had no choicee but to agree
e.
I got to go along. Fabio’s sched
dule was such
h that we had
d to wait unt il our second
d week in tow
wn, Wednesdaay, before the
e
dinneer happened. We were to
o pick up Fabio at his appartment and to meet Maria at the traain station across from our
hotel at 19:30. Daavide had som
me difficulty finding parkiing but we m
met up with M
Maria as plan
nned and I followed as she
e
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and Fabio negociated us through the city center streetts, at one pooint completing a full circle around a couple blocks
before landing us at the restau
urant of their choice: Cacio
o & Pepe Ristooranti ‐ Pizzerie.

We w
were greeted by the friend
dly waitress and escorted to
t our table. For some reaason I wound up at the head with Rahu
ul
and Davide to myy right and Maria
M
and Fab
bio to my lefft. Most impoortantly, Marria was across from Rahull. Drinks were
e
ught out som
me small little appetizers;;
ordered and the waiter brou
canape kind of things. Almost immediately Maria was en
ncouraged byy
David
de to speak Hindi with Rahul.
R
She haad attended university inn
Indiaa and had stu
udied there for some mon
nths. She and
d friends hadd
traveeled around the country in
n a similar fasshion to the guy
g we met att
lunch
h at the I Soliti Amici, backpacking, or at least liviing minimallyy
throu
ughout India, seeing the out
o of the wayy places recommended byy
The Lonely Plane
et Guide. She
e spoke Hind
di well enough (so Rahu l
said), and we all got a lesson
n in cross cultural commu
unication. Forr
exam
mple; we leaarned that much
m
of mo
odern day Hindi includess
comm
mon Western words like
e “universityy”. Maria wo
ould use thee
proper Hindi worrd and be loo
oked upon sttrangely by the locals. Goo
figure.
Rahul had also bro
ought along ssome food. From India. Asside from thee other things
e brought a loot of stuff fro
om India) at th
his dinner he presented us
we did not see (he
with a package of toasted/frie d Moong Dal, kind of likee really little potato chipss,
and some
s
spicy, crunchy, In dian flavoreed little pizza rolls. Thesse had been
n
discusssed previoussly at the offi ce, Davide haaving tasted tthose delicacies on Rahul’s
first trip. Davide hated
h
them. TThe rest of u
us tried somee. I thought they were just
m
a little
e dry. We diddn’t finish theem all. We ate the remaining ones the
e
fine, maybe
follow
wing day for lu
unch, along w
with our fresh
h grissini.
These
e impromptu
u hors d'oeuuvres compleeted,
the diinner continu
ued with the aactual orderin
ng of
the meal.
m
Rahul wanted
w
pastta guaranteeed to
have no meat. Davide had a ppizza with tom
mato
and mozzarella,
m
a big chunk rigght in the middle
to be sliced and eaaten at will. M
Maria asked for a
herita pizza. Fabio and I,, however, o
opted
Margh
for the full three course
c
meal. This was thee first
time I had had an
n opportunityy or the enerrgy to eat a real
r
Italian d inner in a prroper
restaaruant, not in
n a bar or in a hotel, since
e the beginning of the triip. I was goin
ng to
take full advantagge.
When the others were served their pizzas and
a pastas Faabio and I gott our first course:
threee different ap
ppetizers. (We had already had those other three aappetizers beefore
getting started on
o these.) There
T
were some cheese
e covered ccrackers in tthere
someewhere, and two other dishes
d
that blur
b
together in my mindd in a flavorfful caloric haaze. Then cam
me the pasta
a
carbo
onara. I was getting reallyy full but this was great, ju
ust like Mom never used to make. I’vee learned to love this lightt,
tomaato free pastaa better than just about an
ny other kind
d. I ate most oof it knowing I would pay later. The fin
nal course was
a veaal cutlet abou
ut a centimetter thick, ligh
htly breaded, the size of yyour wallet. I could only eeat a few bitees. The others
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weree finished eating, except fo
or Fabio, and I could see he
h was going to eat all of h
his to the lastt bite. I surrendered to the
e
inevitable and han
nded over the
e rest of my cotoletta
c
to Fabio. He finisshed it, too.
At th
he end of the evening we were joined in
i the restaurant by Mariaa’s brother. W
We all had to
o have anotheer drink. I was
havin
ng a beer, the
e rest were haaving tea or coffee.
c
There was some coonsternation rregarding myy beers. When
n Davide went
to geet our bill fro
om the waite
er he made a special effo
ort to get thee two beers on my bill converted to non‐alcoholic
beveerages. Eviden
ntly the busin
ness expense
e reporting practices in It aly make it d
difficult to geet reimbursed
d for drinks. I
don’tt have to item
mize my expe
enses so I didn’t care, but thanks for thhe thought. R
Rahul and I w
walked back to
o the hotel by
y
ourseelves, passingg under the antique street lamps and th
he tall brick a rches along tthe Corso acro
oss from the train station.
Our ssecond week of work was productive and
a tiresome. We started each day at 88:00 on the ccorner and reeturned to the
e
hotel at 19:30. I was
w strapped to a desk all day
d with no conveniences
c
like at my “h
home office”. After the firsst couple days
I had
d to abscond with a differe
ent chair in order
o
to keep
p my back froom spasming,, being seated for so longg in one place
e.
Several days later I wound up
p taking off my
m shoes and sitting Budddha‐style in my chair. Th
his helped. B
But I was also
o
suffeering from con
ntinued internal backlogs. A change in routine and ffood, long wo
ork hours and
d stress all com
mbined to put
me in
n a poor moo
od by the end of the seco
ond week. It was Friday nnight. I felt I ccouldn’t eat, I was sick off sitting in my
y
hotel watching BB
BC, it was cold
d and raining outside, and I wanted som
me relief from
m my blues.
I beggan at the Hun
ntsman. I sat at the bar. In
n the back of my
m mind I kneew I was goin
ng to have mo
ore than enou
ugh beers this
nightt. I had been a really good boy these lasst two weekss; from compllete abstinancce on one hand to only tw
wo beers a day
y
durin
ng the week on the othe
er. I couldn’tt do much about
a
the onne but I cou
uld drink beeer. The Huntsman had an
n
assorrtment of me
edium, strongg, and look‐out strength beers.
b
I starteed strong. Th
he first beer w
went down w
way too fast. I
was aactually thirstty and needed that taste of
o good hops.
My ssecond beer, for better or worse, wass of the look‐‐out strengthh; more than 9%. Better, I guess, if yo
ou want more
e
alcoh
hol (I’m thinkking I did), bu
ut worse if yo
ou care anyth
hing about tasste. It was to
oo strong, too
o much, yet d
down it wentt.
Two strong beers in about an hour. That’s better. The world
w
was beeginning to slow down. I ccould contem
mplate my job
b,
f
that I should be dooing more, orr better. I trieed to become the momentt.
my situation, my location, and not get the feeling
I wan
nted to let reaality flow by me
m without re
esistance. Things became smoother, ligght became softer. Time fo
or more.
back to the M
Murphy’s Pub
b
For my final beers of the night I cchose to go b
where Raahul and I hadd gone the previous weekkend. I sat at the front bar
this time joining a couuple to my riight who werre eating what looked like
e
really goo
od hamburgeers and fries.. The bartend
der, kilts and
d all, took my
y
order forr yet anotherr strong beerr. The beer sselection at M
Murphy’s was
better than at the Huuntsman. As I sat there a waitress w
walked past to
o
fetch som
mething from the dumb‐waiter behind the bar. She collected two
o
big platess of food. Ass she walked back througgh to deliver the dinners I
asked wh
hat it was. A whoppingg big joint o
of meat, Irish style, with
h
potatoes..
I started on my fourthh strong beerr of the nightt. Things began to change
e.
s
me finished up theirr meals, said
d a hearty go
oodbye to th
he waiter and
d
The people that had been eaating along side
depaarted out the front door. The
T waiter waalked back to the rear of thhe restaurantt never to retturn. I was lefft alone at the
e
frontt bar. There were
w
no other people. I staarted to feel strange. I waas strange and it was all sttrange around me. I began
n
to feeel transparent. Invisible. I have been
n invisible in restaurants before. I havve endured b
being ignored
d by staff for
minu
utes on end even
e
though I try to make contact. I mo
oved to the bback of the reestaurant to see where th
he people had
d
gonee. There were
e groups and couples backk there with happy
h
smilingg faces. Friday night. I found a place att the back bar
and ssat with emp
pty seats arou
und me even
n though the tables were full. I becam
me more invissible. I would
d look right at
peop
ple but they could not see me. I made eye
e contact with
w the waitreess who walkked by but shee looked right through me
e.
I sat alone in the crowd
c
sippingg my strong beer.
b
Life was going on all around me but I was not p
part of it. I did
dn’t matter to
o
anyb
body there. I was see‐thro
ough. Full invvisibility set in. Slowly, wiithout exposiing myself th
hrough sound
d, I arose and
d
moveed past the back
b
bar and into the front room and
d silently, cloaaked, I walkeed out into the damp streeet, lamplight
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reflecting off the pavement, busses
b
and caars honking for
f space, peddestrians weeaving and talking. I crossed by ancient
archiitecture in th
he roundabou
ut, bricks and
d sculpture worn,
w
patcheed, and dediccated; and along the sideewalk: arched
d
overh
head with tw
wo story colum
mn supports, store fronts gleaming witth displays off sparkly new toys, food in
n closed shops
that you’ll have to
t wait until tomorrow to buy, offsett by open caafes filled with hungry, h
happy peoplee. In dreams I
someetimes move by floating above
a
the sid
dewalk driftin
ng just inchess off the paveement as if n
nothing were unusual. This
nightt I floated back to my hottel in some alternate dreaam world, wiithin it and yet not seen b
by anyone, experiencing it
deep
ply but not affecting it at all. The car lights reflectting off the ppuddles in th
he street sho
one through me. I cast no
o
shadow.
Chapter
C
3
Out
O of Italy
I wass awakened Saturday
S
morrning by the sounds of co
onstruction, oor should I saay, destructio
on. The hotel Star Majestic
was undergoing refurbishmen
nt, some roo
oms having already
a
been
n completed, and others still
s in the process. My ro
oom on
the tthird floor haad been finished but the rooms on the floor
direcctly below me
m were not. Promptly att 9:00 the banging
b
began. There waas a large sccaffold erecte
ed and visib
ble just
ow supportingg the destrucction crew an
nd their
outsiide my windo
toolss. The sounds of hamme
ers crashing against
a
soon to be
fragm
mented tile walls
w
and of fre
eed pipes beiing thrown on
nto the
scaffold interrupted my return
n to visibility. I was still verry fuzzy
around the edges and it took some
s
time be
efore I realized
d that I
was aawake and lisstening to som
mething other than my dre
eams.
Rahu
ul and I had previously
p
agrreed we wou
uld tour aroun
nd some of t he various lo
ocal museumss. I had in miind to see the
e
Egyptian Museum
m, supposedlyy the world’ss best displayy of antiquit ies second o
only to Cairo.. A quick meental invetory
y,
ed that this was
w not goingg to happen. I was in no s hape to go anywhere or d
do anything. I called Rahu
ul
howeever, indicate
and ttold him I wass “moving slo
owly” and would not be accompanying him today. I ttried to go baack to sleep.
When I returned to full opacitty I decided to spend the day in my hootel room waatching moviees. I have a su
ubscription to
o
Netfllix which allows me to strream selected
d films to myy computer, bbut unfortunaately Netflix d
does not worrk outside the
e
USA. However, I have
h
access to a corporate
e “VPN” base
ed in the US aand I can log into that nettwork and tricck Netflix into
o
thinkking I am not in Italy. Thus,, I was able to
o watch several old favorittes like Buckaaroo Banzai aand a couple SStar Trek Nexxt
Geneeration releasses. I watched
d a relativelyy new Arnold Schwarzeneggger movie called “The Laast Stand” or something. It
was p
pretty good except
e
for Arn
nold. One parrticularly inte
eresting moviee I watched w
was called “Pii”, not to be cconfused with
h
“The Life of Pi”. This
T was a crreepy B&W psychological
p
thriller abou t a genius m
mathemetician
n who accideently stumbles
n the 216 (6xx6x6) digit long number representing
r
al
upon
the name off God. Thesee movies keptt me occupieed for severa
hours.
I wass still constipaated. Nothingg coming out meant nothin
ng was going to be put in eeither. The daay before, as she did every
y
day, the houskeep
per left a smaall red foil wrapped heart shaped chocoolate on the b
bedstand. This was my Satturday meal. I
d cold and gray
g
outside, and I was h
hung‐over an
nd depressed
d inside. Mid‐
didn’’t leave my room. It wass raining and
afterrnoon I got a call to see if I wanted to have
h
my room
m cleaned. I ddeclined. I would not be ggetting a new
w chocolate. It
was a day spent in
n the horizontal.
My laast Sunday in
n Torino dawn
ned cold and gray and rain
ny just like th e day before. I felt much b
better and ch
hose to go out
and ffind the Galle
eria d'Arte Moderna
M
e Contemporaneaa (GAM) (Galllery of Modeern and Conttemporary Arrt). I had seen
n
signss around the city advertiziing the Renoir exhibit currrently on dissplay. It was a few blocks down the street and with
h
Nicolla’s directions I located it without any trouble at all. Upon turni ng the corner at the entraance to the m
museum, right
next to the life‐sizzed metal scu
ulpture of a faallen tree, I im
mmediately enncountered a long line.
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A cold gray Italiaan day called
d for some warm
w
pastel French
F
paint ings. Evidenttly the same thought had
d occurred to
o
hund
dreds of other Torino‐ites. I stood in the
e line,
in th
he rain, liste
ening to the two little Italian
ladies behind me
m jabber incessantly
i
about
a
everyything at high volume and in a rapid pace.
The n
non‐stop talkking went on for
f the entire
e hour
I sto
ood there waiting to gett inside. The
e line
moveed slowly forrward and once I got clo
ose to
the eentrance I co
ould see thaat small grou
ups of
peop
ple were being let in att the directio
on of
severral uniformed
d museum guards. I understood
why a little later. The exhibit was
w so packed
d with
peop
ple that only when some
e left were others
o
allow
wed in.
I eventually got to
o the ticket co
ounter and im
mmediately was
w asked how
w old I was. SSeems there is a discount ffor those over
65
5. I didn’t quaalify. I was aasked if I wan
nted a ticket for the exhibit or for the
e
museum or bo
oth. I chose bboth. First caame the Renoir. The exhibit had been
n
m around thee world, butt primarily frrom Paris. TThere was an
n
gaathered from
exxtensive display of early w
works, landsccapes, still livves, and of course, nudess.
Th
he colors werre wonderful and the exh
hibit was really quite well presented. It
waas enjoyable except for aall the people crammed into the space. The line I
en
ncountered outside continnued through
hout the entire display. It was assholes
an
nd elbows all the way thrrough, making it difficult to enjoy the works in the
e
so
olitude and co
ontemplation they deserveed.
c
as I co
ould stand, at
a times goinng back upstrream to see something that had been
n
I speent as much time in the crowd
previiously obscurred by the maasses. This too
ok the betterr part of an hoour. Since I had purchased
d a ticket to tthe rest of the
e
museeum as well, I wandered away from the
t crowd in
nto the actuaal modern paart of the mo
odern art mu
useum. It was
deserted.
Within the museum’s contem
mporary portiion there we
ere large coloorful
and geometrical paintings, rigght up my alley, as well as
a whimsical and
interesting sculpttures, but no people. You
u could have rolled a bow
wling
ball down the length of the galleries and
d not hit anyyone, not eveen a
guard
d. At one point I had to pee
p and I waalked back th
hrough the enntire
lengtth of the disp
play before I found some
eone able to direct me too the
local loo.
I enjoyed meand
dering througgh the multip
ple display ro
ooms, takingg my
time,, and space, with each ne
ew work, most of which I had never sseen,
and b
by artists I haad never heard of before. This was mo
ore like it. I sppent
an h
hour leisurelyy looking an
nd smiling att the sculptures of absttract
bicyclees, piles of w
worn clothes, and suspended circles of
o
chairs…
…
o the hotel in the rain
n, taking full
I walkked back to
advanttage of the shielded sid
dewalks alon
ng the Corso
o
Vittoriio Emanuele. Most of thee walls along the walkway
y,
and alll over Torino
o in general, are covered
d with grafittii;
usuallyy ugly and un
nnecessary, b
but sometimees it would be
e
done with some artistic con
ntent. More modern arrt
displayyed in contrast to the anciient brick walls.
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I had
d been doing some
s
researcch on the causes and curess of and for coonstipation. O
One prevailin
ng theory wass dehydration
n.
At brreakfast I wou
uld have my cup
c of coffee
e and milk, several glasses of good, sou
ur grapefruit jjuice, and a gglass or two of
o
wateer. The only thing
t
this did
d was to maake me have to pee seveeral times an hour for the entire morrning. Lack of
o
roughage was imp
plicated, and I ate nothingg but salads and
a fruit for sseveral days, all to no avaiil. Then I foun
nd the prunes
with the other mixed fruit at th
he breakfast bar.
b I mixed a couple of thhese into my m
morning yogu
urt for two orr three days in
n
a row
w. By mid‐we
eek things beggan to move. I think my whole
w
problem
m was more m
mental than it was physiccal; I call it the
e
“com
mfortable bow
wel syndrome
e” which man
nifests itself by
b making it more and m
more difficult tto excrete th
he farther you
u
are aaway from yo
our “comfortaable” home privy,
p
but reggardless of th e actual causse I was glad to be able to
o send a late
e‐
nightt text off to Denise
D
stating simply: “Shitt Happened!””
Our third work week
w
was ted
dious and repetitive. We had been reemodeling sm
mall deformaable wire harness clampss,
know
wn as “autofflex clamps”, to be used by The Customer in theeir reuse librrary of
automotive parts. These clamps look like liittle “zip ties”” and are useed to hold to
ogether
r throughout the enginee compartmeent and
the vvarious and sundry wire bundles that run
the rrest of your family
f
car and attach them firmly to the
t metal su b‐structures below.
The ffirst few clam
mps were difficult because you had to be
b careful andd remember eeach of
severral critical de
etails to get them
t
right, but
b after a dozen
d
or so tthey got easiier and
moree monotonou
us. We need
ded to do clo
ose to a hun
ndred of theese things, aand we
finish
hed them all.. We started in on the gro
ommets. The
ese were mucch easier sincce they
weree not “deform
mable”, but after
a
a couple
e dozen of th
hem my eyess were beginn
ning to
glazee over. By the
e final hours of the final day
d I was completely speent. I looked at that
grom
mmet on my computer
c
screen and said to myself “TThis is my lastt grommet”. And so
it was.
It’s b
been my experience that th
he final work day while on
n the road is aalways the mo
ost difficult. YYou are tired and you want
to go
o home, but there
t
is still so
s much work to do. Thatt is to say, yoou’re never finished, but tthe amount leeft unfinished
d
beco
omes clear on
nly on that fin
nal day. Therre were literaally hundredss more grommets to do, iin fact another fellow was
coming in to Torino for anothe
er three weeks to do them
m, so I felt noo obligation tto work any more. The fo
our other guys
weree still workingg to finish the
eir respective
e grommets (Emilio had goone skiing), b
but I was don
ne. I had com
mpleted all the
e
clamps I had bee
en assigned to do. I had done
d
more than expectedd with the ad
dditional grommets. I turrned my chair
around away from
m the screen,, tilted my he
ead back, clo
osed my eyess and attemptted to forgett every thing I knew about
autofflex clamps and wire harness grommets.
At 18
8:00 Davide himself
h
had had enough and we packed up our com
mputers for th
he last time. We walked d
down the long
g
hallw
way past the espresso machines, down
n the single flight of stairss and out into the dark sttreet along th
he side of the
e
build
ding, watchingg out for passsing delivery trucks. We sw
wiped througgh the exit turnstile and haanded over o
our temporary
y
identtity cards. We said goodb
bye to Marco
o R. and I told him we woould likely m
meet again, eiither in Italy or in Detroitt.
David
de picked up Fabio from his
h apartmentt and droppe
ed Rahul and me off at thee bus stop in front of the Star Majesticc.
Rahu
ul returned th
he gloves and umbrella he had borrowe
ed from Davidde. We colleccted our good
ds from the b
back, including
g
a parrticular type of
o Italian cake that Davide
e had given to Rahul to taake with him back to Indiaa. I signaled tto Davide that
we w
were clear and
d off they dro
ove into the hustle and ligh
hts of that latte January nigght.
w schedule
ed to depart at
a 6:00 so in order to get to Caselle airrport in time we had to leeave the hote
el
My flight to FRA was
abou
ut 4:30. Rahull’s flight to CD
DG didn’t leavve until 7:20, but he went along with m
me in order to
o share the co
ost of the taxii.
I mad
de arrangements with the
e reception to
o have a taxi get us at 4:000, but the gu
uy behind the counter inssured me that
4:30 would be soo
on enough. On
O behalf of Rahul
R
I also made
m
sure thaat the cab would have suffficient luggage space, since
e
Rahu
ul claimed to have a couple
e very large suitcases.
s
Wh
hen we met inn the morningg I saw what he meant. Th
hese were not
like rroll‐on suitcasses, these we
ere like roll‐o
on steamer trunks; two giaant bags carrrying all that he came with
h plus he said
d
he haad purchased
d a remote co
ontrol car forr his son, cho
ocolates for hhis wife, and still had to get some scottch (Glenlivett)
from the duty free
e in Paris for his Uncle. He
e had packed away the cakke from David
de, all of his w
work, and who
o knows what
other unseen Hindu paraphern
nalia. I thought I had packked way too m
much but you
u could have fit several off my bags into
o
each of his two ro
oll‐on bags.
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When the taxi arrived promptly at 4:20 we did indeed have to wrangle his suitcases to fit them both into the boot. No
such problem with my bags, which paled by comparison. We rode in the taxi through the dark, deserted streets of
Torino, heading North. All the shops were closed and shuttered but the traffic lights were still working. We slowed at
each red light to look left and right for non‐existant cross traffic; we slowed at each intersection, light or not, just in case.
Regardless, what normally would have taken an hour in business hour traffic took us only 20 minutes, door to door.
I’m probably the last person traveling for a living who does not have a two wheeled roll‐on bag. I have my computer bag
and an almost equally sized soft‐sided black rip‐stop‐nylon zipper‐up bag with just a handle and a shoulder strap to carry
it by, and into which I have packed an amazing amount of stuff over the years. Kind of like a flat duffel bag, it’s small
enough to fit in the overhead bins of the smallest regional jets, yet expandable enough to carry two or more weeks
worth of clothes. I never check this bag. Yet, when we arrived at Caselle and approached the check‐in counter I decided I
would indeed check that overstuffed black beauty and release it into the bowels and machinations of the Lufthansa
international baggage transport and delivery system. For some reason I believed that baggage being handled by
Lufthansa in Italy and Germany would be safer and more reliably delivered than baggage handled by Untied in America. I
proceeded through the Government and Security screening and wandered off to find my gate and my Café Americano.
I lost contact with Rahul during my check‐in process. He was on Air France and had his own queue to wait in. We met up
again as I was waiting at my departure lounge. Rahul told me he had a very difficult time getting the airline to agree to
give him those two bags checked for free. They wanted to charge him for one being overweight and the other as an
extra bag. But no, these bags had come with him to Italy at no charge, and in fact one had been damaged and replaced
by their very airline, so why were they charging him now? Technicalities regarding differences over purchased ticket
classes and protocols over bag sizes and weights were put aside to preserve the peace between Italy and India, and to
keep the line moving, I think. Rahul and I said our final farewells there at the gate, I wished him luck with his new child,
and I walked out onto the jetway and into another world.
I slept all the way to FRA.
It was liberating to not have my second (overweight) bag to deal with, both while getting on the plane, trying to find a
place to put it, and while walking through the length of the airport carrying its bulk. I had my computer bag, money,
passport and chocolates all with me so nothing really valuable was held in my who‐knows‐where‐it‐is‐now checked bag.
Without this albatross across my shoulder I glided through the airport corridors like I was travelling First Class.
I had to connect to an international flight, that is, a flight going outside the EU, so I had to go through Passport Control at
the airport. There were three lines, none too long and all seemingly moving forward. I got into the middle line which
shortly thereafter became stalled. The other two lines were moving forward but were also getting longer by the minute.
I bailed from my “shorter‐to‐the‐goal yet fixed postion” line to a “longer‐to‐the‐goal yet moving position” in the line to
my left. It was the right choice. By the time I arrived at the frontier of legal passage I could see the source of the stalled
line: there was a woman with twin five or six year old blond daughters having some great difficulty with her and their
passports. The official behind the counter was trying to help them without letting them through, since there were issues,
but in the meanwhile nobody else was getting through in that line either. I muttered something to myself about children
on a plane and continued to my gate.
FRA is a big modern airport filled with arrivals and departures from around the planet. At any moment you could
encounter Muslim women in full Burka, Indians wearing saris, Africans with colorful cloth headdresses, stylish and be‐
suited Europeans, or Americans in shorts and t‐shirts. A cultural landslide. My flights were all on time which meant I
could lounge around the lounge and watch the endless parade of nations. The woman with the twins showed up,
passport issues resolved. I hoped she wouldn’t be seated by me on the plane. There was a young, bald woman in a pink
dress that looked like it was right out of “Father Knows Best” standing in the light from the windows towards the
tarmac. A couple young black guys were seated across from me and were watching something entertaining on a tablet. I
found a copy of the latest Herald Tribune and idly glanced through the pages. There, in the travel section at the end of
the paper, was an article about Isla Mujeres, Mexico, and how it was being discovered by the tourist trade and what a
wonderful place it was and the great snorkeling and the clear water and the fresh lobsters and that you had to see it
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before it all gets fully overdeveloped and expensive. I had spent several glorious vacation days there in the fall of 1976. I
had enjoyed those exact same things while I was there, and I had thought those same things about it after I left.
We boarded the plane to SFO without incident. I found my row and took my aisle seat next to two young women. The
woman in the window seat had a boyfriend back in another seat and the both of them were busy working out which
kind stranger would trade seats with one of them so they could sit together. The girlfriend traded with a different
woman who occupied that window seat for the duration. The woman seated directly to my left in the middle seat had a
cold. I felt certain I would catch it but I didn’t. This was a Lufthansa flight so the service was slightly better than on your
normal US domestic bus. The wine was poured from a real bottle and even economy class got more than one glassful. A
real meal was served. The food wasn’t even close to being any good, but I appreciated the effort.
I relaxed as much as possible in my semi‐reclining seat and put on my noise cancelling headphones. I hooked them up to
the airline sound output jack in the armrest and started tuning through the twenty or more audio channels. The diversity
I experienced at the airport lounge was reflected in the sound choices on the airplane as well; there were Korean
channels, Arabic and Mandarin channels, Latin, Jazz,Rock, and of course Country channels. None of these really worked
for me for very long. I did stumble upon an option that for some reason appealed to me at the time, but probably would
never appeal to me at home; an audio compilation called “Club Mix”. This was the music I listened to for hours. For
some reason I really liked that “Hey Brother” one:
Channel 6
Club Mix
Here is the sound for hipsters. Get the groove of the hottest Trance and House tracks from clubs and global dance floors
around the world. DJ, top producer and radio host Piet Blank presents new hits and remixes.

Playlist

Club Mix

01-02/2014

Title
1. Wrong (Original Club Mix)
2. Suckfest 9001
3. Trusting Me (Le Crayon Remix)
4. Under Control
5. This Moment
6. Man With The Red Face
(ATFC's 'When The Lights Go Up' Remix)
7. Hey Brother
8. Free (Roy Davis Jr Remix)
9. Jubel (A Class Floor Mix)
10. A King Alone (Robotaki Remix)
11. All That Matters
12. Give Me More
(Willie Graff Tuccillo Vocal Mix)
13. Lone Runner (Koelsch Remix)
14. Maidstone
15. Tangram (The Bright End)
16. Got Raw
17. Drifting
18. Love Inc (Hot Since 82 Remix)
19. Careless
20. Demo A
21. Boy Boy Boy
22. Canixo
23. Sonnette (Alex Q And Jule Re-Edit)

Artist
My Digital Enemy
Deadmau5
Kris Menace feat. Robert Owens
Calvin Harris feat. Hurts
Wild Culture
Mark Knight, Funkagenda

Record label
Toolroom
Universal
Compuphonic
Sony
Kittball
Toolroom

Avicii
Rudimental ft. Emeli Sande
Klingande
The M Machine
Troels Abrahamsen, Kolsch
Charles Webster feat. Shana Halligan

Universal
Warner
Universal
Owsla
Kompakt
Defected

Kris Menace feat. UNAI
Manuel De La Mare, Luigi Rocca
Alex Niggemann
MDE
Harry Axt
Booka Shade
Dusky
Martin Roth
Andhim
Harvard Bass, Prince Club
Mule, Mathias Ache

Compuphonic
Toolroom
Poker Flat
Toolroom
Promo
Universal
Aus Music
Anjunadeep
Terminal M
Toolroom
Jeahmon!

Well past midway through the flight I had to get up and stretch. I walked into the open space next to one of the
emergency exit doors by the galley. I took turns standing first on one leg and then the other. This is good for relieving
the stress in your legs and back. Three or four other passengers were also standing in this same general area, stretching
and moving about slowly. Soon one of the flight attendants came up to all of us and said that American law prohibited
“congregating” in any area of the aircraft, would we please go back to our seats. “Yes,” I said, “Americans,” I said, gently
wagging my finger in no particular direction, “Very Dangerous.”
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The flight was eleven hours long. We arrived safely and even a little bit early into SFO Saturday around noon. Time zone
changes are a wonderful thing. We deplaned and migrated down the long walkways to the Immigration and Customs
hall. We stood in the “US Citizens” line for passport control waiting to be allowed home by the first available agent. I was
cursorily interrogated, inspected, and accepted by the smiling Government Representative and waved on through. It
was with trepidation then that I entered into the baggage claim and walked over to carrousel belt #2, fully expecting the
worst for my poor unguarded, unwheeled bag. But wait, what was this? There, coming towards me on the belt, entirely
intact, unslashed and whole, my beloved black bag, pretty as you please moving my way such that I didn’t even have to
break stride as I walked up to the belt, stooped to grab the handle, hefted it up and on with the shoulder strap, and
proceeded gleefully towards the final hurdle; Customs. With both bags firmly under control I handed my signed and
dated formality to the glassy‐eyed eagle‐encrusted uniform and thus I entered San Francisco.
Past Customs you have the option to re‐check your bags for your ongoing flight. I had successfully checked my bag from
TUR to SFO and I wasn’t going to press my luck any further between SFO and EUG. That bag was going to stay with me
for the remainder of my trip. You have to go through TSA interrogation again to get back on any other flight. I lugged my
two luggages to and through the shoes and belt‐freeing experience. Dutifully inspected and once again deemed safe to
fly I headed toward Terminal 1, Gate B37.
Along the way I encountered a bustling noisy restaurant/bar. I found a spot for me and my baggages at the counter. The
man and woman tag team bartender/waiter were Chinese. I ordered an Anchor Steam from the lady. The middle aged
cowboy‐hatted gentleman seated on the stool to my right was just finishing up some food. I idly asked him how it was.
He said it was not bad, but that the things to get at this place were the spring rolls. To my left were a couple redneck
guys from Tennessee, talking college sports and SUV’s. Seated at a table behind me a well dressed black woman was
saying goodbye to some friends. Conversations were happening all around me; people were talking on cell phones,
admonishing children and telling jokes; people were reading menus and eating food and drinking beers and paying bills;
people were coming and going, looking for directions, hurrying along and checking departure times, anticipating their
own final flights which would take them home after a long trip back to their own family and back to their own house and
back to their own bed and to their own TV and toilet, back to their own cats and dogs, to their own yards with their own
roses and their own rhododendrons and their own Japanese lantern they had purchased when they lived there, and I
understood everything. I understood all of it. This was my language. These were my people. This was my place. This was
where I belonged. Welcome to America.
MMorse
5/8/14
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40 Hour Day
Don't worry, this won't take long.
All events portrayed are rounded in length to the nearest hour.
In order for me to get from midnight, October 10th, to midnight, October 11th, that is to say, my perceived duration of
the day of October 11, 2008, it took forty hours. Here's the breakdown:
00 ‐ 08: Sleeping. (I spent the evening before having a few beers at my favorite bar in the world, MAC. And Mac was
even there.)
08 ‐ 11: Packing up my shit, taking a shower, calling my wife, and watching CNN (only English channel available).
11 ‐ 12: Taking a cab to the train station, buying my tickets, and waiting for the Nozomi to arrive. I bought some
sandwiches, chips, and a bottle of water while waiting.
12 ‐ 14: Boarding the train. Eating my sandwiches and chips. Riding the train from Hiroshima to Shin ‐ Osaka.
14 ‐ 15: Transferring trains at Shin ‐ Osaka. Riding the train from Shin ‐ Osaka to Kansai Airport.
15 ‐ 17: Hanging out in the airport business lounge, even though I didn't have a membership, due to my achieving
"Platinum Elite" status with Untied Airlines.
17 ‐ 20: Taxi and takeoff, watching the movie "Get Smart" on the small screen, eating a yummy curry chicken dinner, and
drinking 1200 yen worth of red wine.
20 ‐ 23: Dozing, on and off, listening to New Age music on the headphones, and trying to get my knees unkinked.
At about this time we crossed the International Date Line going West to East, so what otherwise would have been the
end of October 11th was actually just the beginning.
23 ‐ 25: Not dozing, not being comfortable, not listening to New Age, and trying not to think about it.
25 ‐ 27: Watching the middle of "The Incredible Hulk". Upon descending into San Francisco, the movie was interrupted
prior to touchdown. Now I have to rent it to find out how it ends.
27 ‐ 29: Just barely making an earlier flight to Eugene, and thanking my lucky stars that there was an empty seat in the
back row.
29 ‐ 35: Hanging out in front of my own TV, smoking my own, and drinking my own, and eating my own delivered pizza,
watching taped shows from my week long absence.
35 ‐ 40: Sleeping, wouldn't you be?
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